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3

The Materials, Design,
and Manufacture of the
Vacuum Interrupter

Three things are to be looked to in a building: that it stands on the right spot; that it be
securely founded; that it be successfully executed.
Goethe
(Elective Affinities)

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The modern development of the vacuum interrupter began in the 1950s. There has been continuous development of its performance and application since that time. Figure 3.1 illustrates my own
experience from 1966 to 2002 while working for the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and its
successor the Eaton Corporation in the vacuum interrupter business. In 1966, we see that in order
to achieve a 12.5kA interrupting ability in a 15kV circuit, the vacuum interrupter had to have a
diameter of at least 182mm. Since 1966 there has been continuous development in vacuum evacuation technology, vacuum interrupter materials and computer design software. There has also been
improved understanding of vacuum arc physics and high voltage, vacuum breakdown phenomena.
The result is that the vacuum interrupter’s size has steadily decreased until years later the same
15kV, 12.5kA performance can be achieved in a vacuum interrupter with a diameter of only 50mm.
The internal components of a typical vacuum interrupter are shown in Figure 3.2. The contacts
are housed within an evacuated envelope in which the ambient gas pressure is between 10 −2 ~ 10 −4
Pa. When the contacts touch, the vacuum interrupter is in the closed condition, its natural state. The
contacts open by withdrawing the contact attached to the moving terminal from the contact attached
to the fixed terminal. The moving terminal is attached to a bellows; consequently, the vacuum is
maintained inside the vacuum interrupter. When the contacts separate arcing is established within
the interrupter. As I have discussed in Chapter 2 in this volume, this arc burns in the metal vapor
evaporated from the contact surfaces. The metal vapor continually leaves the intercontact region
and condenses on the contact surfaces and the surrounding metal vapor shield. The latter is isolated
from one or from both contacts and serves to protect the insulating envelope from excessive metal
vapor deposition. At current zero, contact vapor production ceases and the original vacuum condition is rapidly approached. The dielectric strength of the interrupter also increases, and the circuit
is interrupted. The vacuum arc interruption process and the high voltage recovery of the contact
gap will be discussed in Chapter 4 in this volume. As I have discussed in Chapter 1 in this volume,
the contacts in the open position isolate the circuit voltage internally by the intercontact gap and
externally by the insulating envelope.
In this chapter I will first present the development of vacuum interrupter contact materials: their
properties will be discussed, as well as their strengths and weaknesses for particular applications. I
will then discuss the contact structures that have been developed to control the high-current, columnar vacuum arc (see Section 2.4). Finally, I will present a general description of vacuum interrupter
design, the components that are incorporated in it and outline the manufacturing techniques that
have evolved.
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FIGURE 3.1 The Westinghouse (now the Eaton) experience in the reduction of the vacuum interrupter’s
diameter from 1968 for the 15kV, 12.5kA function.

FIGURE 3.2

The cross-section of a vacuum interrupter.

3.2 VACUUM INTERRUPTER CONTACT MATERIALS
3.2.1 Introduction
The vacuum environment offers definite advantages to the developer of contact materials for use
in the vacuum interrupter since there is no ambient gas to contaminate the contact surfaces. Thus,
mixtures of materials that cannot be contemplated for application in gaseous environments such
as air or SF6 can be considered. Also, changes in the contact surface after arcing are only affected
by the interaction of the contact materials themselves, and not by complex oxides that can form,
for example, in air [1]. Thus, once the contact surface has stabilized, the contact resistance will be
steady and consistent throughout the vacuum interrupter’s life. The lack of ambient gas also allows
for a high-voltage withstand across a small contact gap and therefore permits the creation of relatively compact vacuum interrupter designs. Even with these advantages, the development of practical vacuum interrupter contact materials continues to be limited by the traditional compromise
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between the desired electrical and mechanical properties and the contact material’s own limitations
[2]. Table 3.1 presents a matrix showing the complex interaction between the contact material properties and a typical vacuum interrupter’s performance requirements.

3.2.2 Copper and Copper-Based Contact Materials That Have
Been Developed Following the Initial Experiments on High
Current Vacuum Arcs Using Copper Contacts
Much of the initial experimental research on high current, vacuum arcs has been performed on
contacts made from pure Cu [3]. While valuable information on the nature of the vacuum arc
was obtained from these studies, the tendency of Cu to form strong welds when closing on high
currents in vacuum prevented its use in practical vacuum interrupter designs. This welding property, in fact, has prevented the use of all pure metals except perhaps the limited application of W
contacts.
The first successful high current contact material developed for vacuum interrupters used in vacuum circuit breaker is a Cu-based material with other metals added to increase its weld resistance
by reducing its mechanical strength. This material combined Cu with a small percentage of Bi. The
addition of a small percentage of Bi to molten Cu results in the Bi migrating to the grain boundaries of the Cu during solidification. This makes the resulting contact more brittle than pure Cu. The
inherent defects of this material are its high erosion rate, mechanical weakness, and its high level
of chop current. Further development of this concept led to a whole class of Cu–Bi type of binary
alloys [4, 5] (e.g. Cu–Sn, Cu–Pb, Cu–Sb, Cu–Zn, etc.). A very high percentage of Bi is required (>
5%) to obtain a very low chopping current. This amount of Bi made the resulting contact material
mechanically very weak, its current interruption ability and its high voltage-withstand ability undesirably low, and its erosion undesirably high.
An effective contact material evolved when a very small amount, about 0.5% Bi, was added to
Cu. This material had satisfactory current interruption ability, reasonably high voltage withstand
capability and did not readily weld [4]. This class of materials was later expanded to include all
materials where the major constituent had a boiling point of less than 3500K and where the minor
constituent had a freezing temperature lower than that of the major constituent. The minor constituent of these materials also had to have a substantial solubility in the liquid state of the major
constituent and little solubility in the solid state of the major constituent [6]. In fact, when reading
the old patents for these materials, it seems as if the authors were trying to patent the whole periodic
table. Research continued to improve this class of contact material using ternary systems [7, 8]. In
the end, this research effort proved to be a dead end.
With the advent of the Cu–Cr contact material all research on the Cu–Bi type of material eventually ceased and the Cu–Cr contact material superseded its use in practical, high current vacuum
interrupters. Even so, research continued on high Cu content, contact alloys such as Cu–Co–Ta [9],
which showed some promise, but did not seem to compete with the Cu–Cr contact materials. Table
3.2 gives the material properties for this class of vacuum interrupter contact material.

3.2.3 Refractory Metals Plus a Good Conductor
One of the earliest contact materials applied in low current vacuum switches depended upon the use
of a refractory material. The most common type of material in this class is W–Cu or Mo–Cu [10]
and variations of them, e.g., W–Cu–Ti–Bi, W–Cu–Ti–Sn [11], W–Cu–Ti, W–In–Cu [12], W–Cu–Zr
[13, 14], W–Zr [15], and of course W–Cu–Bi [16]. In these materials the refractory W is usually a
sintered matrix (> 50% by volume), which is infiltrated with the good conductor. The infiltrate is
usually Cu or Cu alloy. The elements like Ti, Zr, and In are used to aid the vacuum infiltration of
the W and the elements Bi and Sn are there to aid the chopping and also the anti-welding capability.
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TABLE 3.2
Material Properties of Copper-Based Contact Materials
Material Properties of Cu Based Contacts
Contact
Material
Cu

Weight %

Electrical Conductivity MS.m–1

Hardness
x102 Nmm−2

Gas Content ppm

100

60

4–6

5, O2

Cu–Bi
Cu–Pb

99.5–0.5
99–1

~ 55
~ 50

7
7

~ 5, O2

Cu–Co–Ta

90–5–5
80–15–5
77–18–5
75–20–5

13
12
11

7.1
8.9
9.3
10.2

10, O2
20, N2

The W–Cu material will readily interrupt a low current, diffuse vacuum arc when switching an
ac circuit. It does not, however, work well at currents where the plasma plumes from the cathode
spots overlap close to the cathode or when the columnar vacuum arc forms. This class of material
does have very good high voltage withstand ability, a resistance to welding and an acceptable level
of chopping current, so it has found use in load-break switches and in capacitor switches with circuit
currents less than about 2kA (see Chapter 5 in this volume).
Another commonly used contact material in this class is manufactured from WC and Ag. This
material has found almost universal acceptance for application in vacuum interrupters for vacuum
contactors over the range of circuit voltages 400V ≤ U ≤ 15kV; i.e., this material is used in motor
switching applications. This material’s properties of its low-surge capability, which results from its
inability to interrupt high frequency currents, its low chopping current, and its resistance to welding
make it particularly attractive for this application. I will discuss this further in Chapters 4 and 5 in
this volume. The WC–Ag material has the same limitation on interrupting higher currents, as does
the W–Cu material: in ac circuits up to 7.2kV the limit is usually about 4.5kA. It has been found
capable, however, of interrupting much higher currents (≈ 25kA rms.) if the contacts have a large
enough diameter and if the high current vacuum arc is forced into the diffuse mode by the application of a high enough axial magnetic field (AMF) [17, 18]. It can also interrupt somewhat higher
currents if the transverse magnetic field spirals are cut into its face. This material has been shown to
be extremely resistant to welding, even when the circuit current is high enough for the blow-off force
(see Section 2.1.4 in this volume) to open the contacts and for an arc to be established. This property
is very desirable for contactor applications where the contact holding forces are generally low.
The cost of the Ag in the WC–Ag contacts has resulted in a search for a lower cost alternative.
Behrens et al. [19, 20] report work on WC–Ag, WC–Cu, W–Cu, and W–Cu–Sb for low voltage
contactor applications. They evaluate chop current values, susceptibility of re-ignition and contact
resistance change during operating life. An example of their data is shown in Figure 3.3. In general, all the contact materials have acceptable chop currents (i.e., I ≤ 6A), the lowest being for the
WC–Ag contacts. The Cu containing materials have lower re-ignition rates than the Ag containing
materials. As I will discuss in Chapter 4 in this volume, I believe this will result in materials that
do not have the same low-surge property of WC–Ag. Temborius et al. [21] show that the exact performance of these materials is strongly affected by the particle size and the size distribution of the
W powders: an example is shown in Figure 3.4. They also show that contacts with a low chopping
current also have a low current interruption capability. Pure W contacts have found a limited application in vacuum interrupters used for switching low dc currents (a few amperes) in medium voltage
circuits. The use of this material relies upon the property of W shown in Figure 1.84. At currents
less than 20A the vacuum arc between W contacts is very unstable and will chop to zero within a
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FIGURE 3.3 Comparison of the 99.5% chopping current and reignition percentage for WC–Cu (30 wt.%),
WC–Cu (40 wt.%), WC–Ag (40 wt.%) and WC–Cu (29 wt.%)–Sb (1 wt.%) [19, 20].
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FIGURE 3.4 Interruption frequency of WC–Ag (40wt.%) and WC–Cu (40wt.%) contacts manufactured with
different WC grain sizes [21].

few milliseconds even in a medium voltage circuit (5kV–15kV). Table 3.3 gives a general overview
of the material properties for this class of vacuum interrupter contact material.

3.2.4 Semi-Refractory Metals Plus a Good Conductor
Since it has been introduced, this class of contact material has assumed dominance in vacuum interrupters used for vacuum circuit breakers and vacuum reclosers. In 1972 one material in this class,
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TABLE 3.3
Material Properties of Refractory-Based Materials
Material Properties of Refractory Based Contacts
Contact
Material
W
Cu–W

Cu–W–Sb
Cu–Mo
Cu–WC
Ag–WC
Ag–WC–Co
Ag–WC–Zr

Weight %

Electrical Conductivity
MS.m−1

Hardness
×102 Nmm−2

100

17.7

12–40

10–90
15–85
20–80
25–75
30–70
29–70–1
25–75
45–55
40–60
30–70
40–60
50–50

~ 13
~ 17–18
~ 17–20
~ 20
~ 20
~ 14
24
29
15
14
~ 24
~ 25

~ 30
27–31
25
19
22
26
19
16
27.5
33
22
18

30–68–2
39.5–60–0.5

15
18

35
31.5

Gas Content ppm
H2
O2
N2

2
3
3
3

35
40
35
40

3
2
2
3

2
2
2
2
3
2

35
150
120
50
40
50

20
20
20
20
21
20

3
2

70
280

60
65

Cu–Cr, was developed as a possible contender to the then widely accepted Cu–Bi class of material
[22]. Since that time, extensive research into the properties and the performance of Cu–Cr contacts
in medium voltage, high-current vacuum interrupters has confirmed their early promise. In fact,
this material is now the preferred contact for this class of vacuum interrupter. Research comparing
the properties of other material combinations in this class, such as Co–Cu and V–Cu, continues to
confirm the superior performance of Cu–Cr [23]. While there continues to be research [24] and patent activity in additives to the basic Cu–Cr material (e.g. [25–28], none has found general use as a
vacuum interrupter contact material.
This material class has an interesting history. Robinson (English Electric Ltd., UK) [29] proposed it in the mid-1960s as a possible replacement for Cu–Bi. It was identified as a material combination with the potential to have the high-voltage withstand and the arc erosion properties of W–Cu
together with the high-current interruption ability of Cu–Bi. Robinson called it “C” material. In its
first embodiment, it consisted of Cr powder coated with a very thin Ni layer, which was pressed,
vacuum sintered and then vacuum infiltrated with Cu–Zr alloy in a carbon crucible. The carbon crucible was thought to be necessary to reduce the chromium oxide, but it introduced some chromium
carbide into the Cr matrix. The Ni coating tended to form a ternary alloy with the infiltrating Cu–Zr.
This combined with the chromium carbide, resulted in a high-resistivity contact material. While
English Electric pioneered this material, the ability to consistently manufacture a uniformly reliable contact for the commercial production of vacuum interrupters was pioneered by Westinghouse
when the two Corporations formed a technical partnership at the end of the 1960s. Under the leadership of Bill Platt new embodiments followed with: (1) the CLR material, a vacuum sintered Cr
matrix (eliminating the Ni coating) and infiltrating in vacuum with high purity Cu. This resulted in
a lower resistivity contact and (2) a material with a pressed and vacuum sintered Cu–Cr powder with
higher Cu content, called LR. The industrial development and manufacture of this contact material was begun at the Westinghouse Horseheads factory by Bob Thomas and used in commercial
vacuum interrupters in the early 1970s.
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Universal recognition that Cu–Cr could be used as a vacuum interrupter contact material was
slow to occur. Even in 1980, only Siemens and Mitsubishi followed Westinghouse (now Eaton) and
English Electric (This company no longer exists, but a distant descendant is Vacuum Interrupters
Ltd.) in using Cu–Cr contacts for commercial interrupters [30, 31]. At that time most other manufacturers still used the Cu-alloy class of material. Since 1980, however, Cu–Cr contacts have become
so widely accepted that now they are used in all the commercial, high-current, distribution and
transmission voltage vacuum interrupters.
Table 3.4 shows the techniques that are used to produce a reliable Cu–Cr contact material. The
initial production of the Cu–Cr material uses a vacuum sintered matrix of Cr, which is then vacuum
infiltrated with high purity, oxygen free Cu. This technique limits the resulting contact to a composition with about 50% by weight of Cr. To obtain a higher percentage of Cu, a mixture of Cu and
Cr powders is pressed together and then solid-state or liquid-phase sintered in a high vacuum. This
produces a highly successful, cost effective, contact structure with a low enough gas content that is
still widely used. Müller [32] introduced the arc melted Cu–Cr contact material. In his technique the
Cu and the Cr are arc melted in a low-pressure, inert gas ambient. The resulting vacuum arc molten
mixture (VAM) is deposited in a water-cooled Cu crucible where a rapid solidification results in a
fine dispersion of Cr dendrites in the Cu matrix. A consequence from Müller’s work on low-pressure
arc melting of Cr and Cu to form Cu–Cr ingots has been the development of the new Cr-Cu phase
diagram shown in Figure 3.5. This diagram shows a monotectic system with a flat miscibility gap
between Cr mass fractions of 40% and 94.5%. The monotectic temperature of 1750C is 280C higher
than previously reported [33]. The solubility of Cu in Cr at the eutectic temperature (1076C) with
a Cu mass fraction of 1.28% is higher than the usually accepted value of 0.1%. Successful Cu–Cr
contact materials have also been manufactured using vacuum induction melting (VIM) [34, 35] and
vacuum arc melting [36] of Cu–Cr pressed powder mixtures followed by rapidly freezing the melt
in a cooled mold. Each of these techniques has produced contacts that have had successful application in vacuum interrupters [37]. Miao et al. [38] present a detailed description of the vacuum cast
Cu–Cr(25wt.%) contact material.
There is a difference in the final structure of the VAM and VIM materials. In experiments to
show the interruption endurance at 25kA/12kV the VAM material eroded less rapidly [39]. In a

TABLE 3.4
Manufacturing Techniquest for Cu–Cr Contact Materials
a) Densification of Cu and Cr powder shaped into contact blanks
(i) Solid phase sintering under vacuum
(ii) Solid phase sintering under Hydrogen
(iii) Liquid phase sintering under vacuum
b) Infiltration of Cu into a Cr matrix shaped contact blank
(i) Mold-free infiltration
(ii) Infiltration of a matrix with variable porosity
(iii) Infiltration with a cast Cu backing
c) Pressed layer of Cu–Cr powder on top Cu powder in a stainless-steel cup and vacuum sinter
d) Arc melting of Cu and Cr in low pressure Argon and rapid
freezing in a cooled mold
e) Vacuum induction melting of Cu and Cr mixture and rapid
freezing in a cooled mold
f) Molten Cu and Cr atomized into small particles then pressed
and sintered into contact blanks
g) Taking a Cu–Cr body manufactured in the processes above and hot extruding it.
h) Taking a Cu–Cr body manufactured in the processes above and cold extruding it
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study of the surface layer after the short circuit interruptions, however, all Cu–Cr materials have a
similar structure that is shown in Figure 3.6. The melting of the Cu and Cr mixtures and their rapid
cooling in a mold results in a 100% dense contact material. Another way of obtaining a 100% dense
Cu–Cr contact is to form a Cu–Cr body using the press and vacuum sinter technique and then to
cold extrude or hot extrude the resulting Cu–Cr body [40, 41].
More complicated manufacturing methods have also been suggested. In one example a mixture
of molten Cu and Cr is atomized into small particles. These particles are then pressed and sintered
into a suitable contact material [42]. A second example by Xiu et al. [43] is to melt the surface of a
contact structure made with the powder metallurgy method discussed above with an arc or a laser.
This certainly results in a fine, surface grain structure, a higher hardness and a lower surface porosity. A third method presented by Schneider et al. [44] is to melt the surface of a sintered Cu–Cr
contact using an electron beam to produce a thin layer that has a similar structure to the induction
melted or vacuum arced material, which is similar to that shown in Figure 3.6. Yu et al. [45] suggest
using nano-crystalline Cr in a Cu matrix. The resulting Cu–Cr (25wt.%) material has Cr particles
with an average dimension of less than 125nm, which compares to about 30μm in the induction
melted material. The current per cathode spot on the resulting material is about 34A ± 10A.
The usual erosion limit given by most vacuum interrupter manufacturers is 3mm; i.e., about
1.5mm per contact. This has led to the suggestion that only a thin layer of Cu–Cr material is really
required. Fink et al. [46] have developed one such contact structure, which results in a multilayered
contact (MLC). Here a layer of Cu–Cr powders is placed on top a layer of Cu powder in a stainlesssteel cup. After a vacuum sintering process the contact shape can be machined. This results in a Cu–
Cr surface, a Cu sub layer and a stainless-steel backing for support. The resulting contact is thinner
and has a slightly greater electrical conductivity than a pure Cu–Cr contact. They demonstrate that
this MLC has a similar short circuit performance to that of the Cu–Cr contact. Durakov et al. [47]
have manufactured Cu–Cr contacts by feeding a Cu–Cr powder mixture onto a Cu substrate and
melting it under the action of a scanning electron beam. The resulting structure has Cr particles with
a dimension of about 1.8μm.
The question naturally arises: Which technique produces the contact material with the best performance? In a practical application a vacuum interrupter designer must also consider the cost of producing the material versus its performance for a particular application. Devismes et al. [48] compare
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FIGURE 3.6 Cross-section of a Cu–Cr (25 wt.%) contact’s surface layers after fault current switching operations (totaling > 4000A.s) for TMF and AMF contact structures and different manufacturing methods.

three Cu–Cr (25 wt.%) contact materials produced by (a) solid-state sintering, (b) liquid-phase sintering, and (c) vacuum arc melting and rapid cooling in a mold. They show that the solid-state sintered
materials have a larger variability in interruption performance compared to the liquid-phase sintered
and the arc melted materials. They attribute this to the variability of the trapped gas in the closed
porosity of the solid-state sintered material. They state, however, that any trapped gas can be controlled by the processing technique and the size distribution of the Cr powder. In practice, each of the
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manufacturing techniques shown in Table 3.4 produces contact structures that are successfully being
used in commercial, fully certified, vacuum interrupters. Therefore, the choice of material for a particular application really depends upon the performance required and the cost of the material structure to obtain that performance; there is no universal criterion that makes one manufacturing method
always the best choice. The vacuum interrupter designer should be careful if a contact manufacturer
claims that its materials perform “better” than that of another manufacturer’s. Table 3.5 gives the
material properties for the Cu–Cr contact material used in vacuum interrupters.
In an experiment to determine the conductivity of solid phase, press sintered Cu–Cr contacts in
vacuum, Klinski-Wetzel et al. [50] measure its value in the two directions shown in Figure 3.7. The
transverse direction is the one in which the powders are pressed and the longitudinal direction is
at right angles to it. Figure 3.8 shows that the conductivity in the transverse direction is about 14%
less than that in the longitudinal direction. The transverse values agree with those given in Table
3.5. Assuming that the resistivity from impurities in both cases is equal, the authors conclude that
a significant contribution of the phase boundaries of the composite is present. This may result from
either segregation of the contaminants towards the grain boundaries or from internal stresses caused
by a mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients. In practice the transverse value is the conductivity
for practical Cu–Cr contacts. I would expect that this difference in conductivities will not be present
in liquid phase, press sintered Cu–Cr contacts in vacuum or in the VIM and VAM Cu–Cr contacts.
Early work on a comparison of the interruption ability of contact materials [22] indicated that the
Cu–Cr class of materials would be superior to the Cu–Bi contact. All published literature since that
time has confirmed this initial indication. One illustrative example is the arc erosion of the contact
surface and the ejection of metal droplets during arcing. Dullni et al. [51], quoting data from investigations using a laser shadow technique developed by Gellert et al. [52, 53] on the effect of high
TABLE 3.5
Material Properties of Cu–Cr Contact Materials
Material Properties of Cu–Cr Contacts

Weight %

Electrical
Conductivity
MS.m–1

Hardness
×102 Nmm−2

Gas Content
ppm

Press Cu–Cr mixture,
vacuum sinter

75–25
60–40
50–50

22–30
20–24
17–21

7–11
8–12
10–13

400–1600, O2
10–160, N2

Press, vacuum sinter Cr
matrix, vacuum infiltrate
with Cu
Arc melting Cu–Cr and
rapid freezing

50–50

15–17

8–13

400–1000, O2
10–60, N2

75–25
70–30
50–50
90–10
75–25
70–30
60–40

≥ 25
≥ 21
≥ 16
42–45
32–34
29–31
23–35

≥8
≥9
≥ 11
7~8
8~9
8~9
9 ~ 10

150–500, O2
8–30, N2

Manufacturing Methods

Vacuum induction melting
Cu–Cr and rapid
freezing [49]

140–740, O2
90–150, N2

Material Properties of Cu and Cr
Metal

Hardness, (×102)
N.mm−2

Conductivity,
MS.m−1

Latent Heat of
Melting J.Kg−1

1868

4–9

59.9

2x105

4.8×107

2953

7–13

6.7

4x105

6.6×107

Melting
Point, K

Boiling
Point, K

Cu

1355

Cr

2133

Latent Heat of
Vaporization J.Kg−1
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FIGURE 3.7 Measuring the electrical conductivity of pressed, solid state, sintered, Cu–Cr (25wt.%) contacts [50].
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FIGURE 3.8 The average conductivities of pressed, solid state, sintered, Cu–Cr (25wt.%) contacts measured
in the two directions shown in Figure 3.7 as a function of Cr content [50].

current arcing using disc (or butt) contacts, have shown that there is a major difference on the type
of erosion, i.e. in the surface deformation and the particle ejection, for Cu and Cu–Cr contacts. The
Cu–Cr data shows far fewer particles of smaller diameter than are observed from an arc between
Cu contacts at the same current. They explain that this difference results from both the smaller melt
depth on the surface of the Cu–Cr contacts (about 150µm versus about 1mm for Cu) caused by the
lower bulk thermal conductivity and the presence of solidified Cr particles in the molten region.
These two effects combine to hinder liquid motion at the edge of the molten pool, which, in turn,
hampers the formation of large droplets and also decreases the number of particles that can form.
Fewer metal droplets with smaller diameters (<12µm for Cu–Cr versus 50µm–450µm for Cu) after
current zero results in much lower metal vapor densities in the contact gap during the appearance
of the transient recovery voltage across the open contacts. The small melt depth and the fine dispersion of Cr particles in the Cu also leaves the Cu–Cr contact with a very smooth, crack-free surface.
Figure 3.9 illustrates the smooth surface of a spiral Cu–Cr(25wt.%) contact after 31 high-current
interruptions. This thin, arc-melted surface layer, shown in Figure 3.6 is also harder and more
brittle than the original contact [54]. Dullni et al. [55] show that this layer has a higher resistivity,
but that any increase in the material’s contact resistance is primarily the result of the increase in its
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FIGURE 3.9 The relatively smooth surface on a spiral Cu–Cr(25wt.%) contact after 31 high-current ac
interruptions.

hardness: see Equation (2.4). The arced surface layer also seems to improve the material’s lightning
impulse withstand voltage rating (BIL rating): see Rylskaya [56]. There is also some evidence that
the frozen melted Cu–Cr surface improves the material’s current interruption performance [57].
This seemingly advantageous surface structure occurs with weight percentages of Cr from 25wt.%
to 50wt.%, For contacts with Cr content greater than 60wt.%, Gentsch et al. [58] show that the surface changes from the desirable smoothness to a cracked and brittle structure. While this surface
makes weld breaking easier it does not bode well for the contact’s long-term viability.
The interruption capability of Cu–Cr contacts is not only superior at high currents, but they also
perform well after switching low currents (up to a few thousand amperes). M. Glinkowski et al.
clearly show [59] that the contact gap recovers its ability to withstand high voltage after switching
a capacitor circuit much faster for Cu–Cr than for Cu–Bi; i.e., the probability of breakdown after
capacitor switching is lower for Cu–Cr contacts. This confirms the research by Ohshima et al. [60]
who show two effects: (1) Cu–Cr contacts have a lower probability of restriking after switching
capacitor banks than do Cu-alloy contacts; and (2) this property is maintained over a wide range of
currents. After low-current switching (isolated shunt capacitor banks), the Cu–Cr material is clearly
superior. When switching high inrush currents (back-to-back capacitor banks), the contrast between
the probability of restriking for Cu–Cr contacts and Cu-alloy contacts is even greater (capacitor
switching will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 in this volume). These data are
consistent with experiments showing that Cu–Cr contacts have a lower probability of particle ejection after high-current arcing and the smoother surface after arc erosion [51, 52]. In experiments
covering a range of currents from 800 to 4800 A, it has also been shown that, in this current range,
the rate-of-rise of transient recovery voltage (TRV, see Chapters 5 and 6 in this volume) after arc
extinction has little effect on successful interruption [61, 62]. Figure 3.10 shows the percentage of
successful interruptions as a function of contact material for a positive polarity of the TRV under
line-operating conditions, Heyn et al. [61]. The interruption ability does not differ greatly from that
shown for high frequency current, Lindmayer et al. [62]. They conclude that droplet and particleinitiated processes influence the reignition process. It is likely, therefore, that the lower particle
emission from the Cu–Cr vacuum arc is a major contributor to its superior interruption performance
at all current levels.
In the 1960s considerable effort was placed upon obtaining extremely low gas content contact
materials (e.g. Hässler et al. [63]). It was thought that any trapped gas in the contact structure
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Material







Cu-Cr
Cu-Cr
Cu-Cr-Zn
Cu-Cr-Sb
W-Cu
Cu-Cr-Li2O

Composition, wt.%

TRV frequency

75-25
33-67
65-24-11
68-24-8
70-30
76-23.6-0.4

25 –28 kHz
16 – 18 kHz
27 – 33 kHz
25 – 28 kHz
20 – 23 kHz
17 – 23 kHz

1.6
2.4
3.2
Interruption Current, kA (rms)

4.0

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

0.8

4.8

FIGURE 3.10 Percentage of successful interruptions of a 50 Hz current for different contact materials using
a positive transient recovery voltage (TRV) that covers a frequency range from 10 kHz to 33 kHz and a peak
value of 34.5 kV [61].

would severely degrade the vacuum and lead to interruption failure. Table 3.5 shows that Cu–Cr
contacts can have a relatively high O2 content. Experimental data continue to show that in spite
of the high O2 content, Cu–Cr contacts have very good interruption ability. This apparent contradiction has been explained by the experiments performed by Frey et al. [64], who show that
after arcing, the deposited Cr effectively getters any residual O2. It is so efficient, in fact, that the
pressure of O2 in the post arc period could not be measured. This has led the authors to speculate
that an O2 content in excess of 2000 ppm can easily be tolerated for the complete switching life
of Cu–Cr contacts. This finding has been reinforced by a study comparing the interruption ability of Cu contacts with Cu–Cr contacts where it is found that the Cu–Cr material has excellent
current interruption ability for a gas content as high as 2000 ppm, Wu et al. [65]. It is still important, however, to prevent excessive gas from becoming trapped in any closed porosity inside the
contact during manufacture [48].
The Cu–Cr contact contains other impurities such as Fe, Al, and Si that can result from the
aluminothermic, manufacturing process of the Cr powder. They can be found as high as 2000 ppm
in the final contact structure. Cu–Cr contacts made with Cr powder manufactured using the electrolytic process have very low ppm of these impurities. Papillon et al. [66] have studied pressed,
solid-state sintered Cu–Cr contacts. The contacts are sintered in either vacuum or in a hydrogen
atmosphere. The surprising results show that the contacts sintered in a hydrogen atmosphere not
only have a lower oxygen content but also they have a better current interruption performance. They
also show that the contacts manufactured with the purer Cr using the electrolytic process have a
lower current interruption ability than those manufactured with the Fe, Al and Si impurities. In fact,
they observe that those contacts with the highest level of these impurities performed as well as those
with lower levels. They speculate that contacts manufactured with the aluminothermic Cr powder
perform better because the Fe impurity results in a higher surface thermal conductivity that ensures
a smoother surface layer after arc interruption (Figure 3.6). A similar result has been observed by
Klinski-Wetzel et al. [67]. Their data are only relevant to the solid-state sintered contact material.
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The dielectric recovery of the Cu–Cr material is aided not only by the reduced level of particles
after current interruption, but also by the smooth surface structure left on Cu–Cr contacts after arcing. After arcing, the contact surface exhibits shallow pools of melted metal, which solidify to form
a smooth surface finish [22, 32, 53, 67, 68]. The thin molten layer solidifies very quickly, and the
smooth surface allows a rapid reestablishment of the dielectric strength of the contact gap after arcing. The continued presence of the smooth surface with no peaks, troughs, or loose surface material
ensures a continued high-voltage withstand ability for the Cu–Cr contacts throughout their lives.
Certainly, the high voltage performance of vacuum interrupters after switching short circuit currents has been clearly demonstrated [67–70]. There is no lack of experimental evidence to show that
Cu–Cr can interrupt very high short circuit currents over the whole range of distribution voltages
from 4.6 kV to 72 kV and for transmission voltages up to 170 kV.
The optimum ratio of Cu to Cr has not been universally accepted for all vacuum interrupter
designs and for all vacuum interrupter applications. There have been studies that show a Cu–Cr
(50wt.%) works well [31]. Indeed, a contact with a high Cr content will have a good resistance to
welding [71]. On the other hand, increasing the Cr content and the decreasing Cu content will lower
the contact’s thermal and electrical conductivities. For example, increasing the Cr content from 25
wt.% to 50wt.% reduces the contact’s thermal conductivity between 40% and 50% (there is also a
further decrease resulting from (a) the mutual solubility of the Cu and the Cr and (b) the contact’s
final density from the powder metallurgy process). Yanabu et al. [72] report that the threshold interruption current ith at which the post-arc current (see Chapter 4 in this volume) dramatically increases
depends upon the Cr content of the contacts: i.e. ith at 25 wt.% Cr > ith at 40 wt.% Cr > ith at 50 wt.%
Cr. In fact, Sato et al. [73] seem to show that the interruption ability of the Cu–Cr contact continues
to improve as the Cr content decreases below 20 wt.%. In another study Li et al. [74] show that the
best performance occurs for a Cr content between 20 wt.% Cr and 40 wt.% Cr. Their study certainly
shows a major loss of performance if the Cr content goes above 50wt.% or below 10 wt.%. Contacts
with 50 wt.% Cr seem to have somewhat better high voltage performance. I suspect that there will
never be agreement on the optimum ratio of Cr to Cu for all vacuum interrupter contact structures
and for all vacuum interrupter applications. At present, a review of the available commercial literature on this class of contact material shows that Cu–Cr (25 wt.%) is the most popular composition.
Thus, it seems that in the future a material with a high Cu content will be more commonly used.

3.2.5 Copper Chromium Materials Plus an Additive
A subclass of Cu–Cr contact materials has been developed in order to enhance a particular performance characteristic. Table 3.6 presents examples of such additives [2]. The addition of a small
percentage of Te to Cu–Cr(25wt.%) contacts gives a marginal improvement in its anti-welding characteristics [58, 75]. Contacts with added Nb {Cu–Cr(6.65wt.% − Nb(5.85wt.%)} do not perform
better that Cu–Cr(25wt.%) or Cu–Cr(50wt.%) [76]. Delachaux et al. [77] show that the addition of a
small percentage of Zr, Hf, Nb, C, and Mo to Cu–Cr(25wt.%) does not improve its current interruption performance. Thus, none of these contact structures has found general use in practical vacuum
interrupter designs.

3.2.6 Chopping Current
I have already presented a full discussion of the current chop (ic) phenomenon in Section 2.3.3 in
this volume. As the current in the ac circuit falls towards current zero, a point will be reached,
where the vacuum arc will no longer be able to sustain itself, and the current will suddenly “chop”
to zero. If the value of chopping current is high enough, this rapid change in current interacting with
the circuit’s surge impedance can result in high over-voltages. A compendium of experimentally
determined values of chop current is presented in Table 3.7. Note that the value of ic is not an exact
number, but it has a statistical distribution. The average value is much less than the maximum value.
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TABLE 3.6
Suggested Additives to Cu–Cr Contact Materials
Material

Weight %

W

2

C
Te
Bi

0.18–1.8
0.1–4
2.5–15

Purpose
Increase the high-voltage withstand
Reduction of the O2 content and of the welding force
Reduction of the welding force
Reduction of the chopping current and of the welding force

Si, Ti, Zr

1

Mo + Ta
Mo + Nb

High
High

}

Sb
WC
Ta, Te, Se
Fe

2–9
5
1, 1
15

Reduction of chopping current
Reduction of chopping current
Reduction of chopping current
Reduction of chopping current, arc erosion and the welding
force. Increase the high-voltage withstand

Co

Increase of the high-voltage withstand and interruption ability
Increase of the high-voltage withstand with
good interruption ability

Increase the high-voltage withstand

For example, Cu has an average value of about 15A and a maximum value of greater than 21A.
This has given rise to the impression that the “chop current” is a major factor when using a vacuum
interrupter.
As presented in Section 3.2.2, the earliest commercial contact material for vacuum interrupters
used in high current circuits was Cu with about 0.5% Bi. The vacuum arc chops when the current
in the last cathode spot falls below a value to sustain it. Now if the last cathode spot resides on Cu,
which is highly likely, given the very small percentage of Bi present in this contact structure, then
the chop current can be greater than 21A (see Table 3.7). If, on the other hand, the last cathode spot
is on a site where Bi is prevalent the highest chop current will be less than 0.5A. Thus, in the early
development of vacuum interrupters using Cu–Bi (0.5 wt%) contacts, very high chop currents have
been frequently observed. This, in turn, has led to high over-voltages in high surge impedance
circuits and has resulted in the perception that chopping current is a problem with the vacuum interrupter. Interestingly enough Filip et al. [78] have demonstrated a similar effect with new Cu–Cr
contacts. The distribution of their ic values is shown in Figure 3.11(a). Here it can be seen that for
new contacts about 80% of the measured chop currents have a mean value and a standard deviation
of a few amperes. However, this figure shows that there is a second distribution of higher values of
ic. These researchers speculate that for new contacts there are islands of pure Cu between the Cr
particles. When the last cathode spot resides on this region of pure Cu a higher ic will result. After
switching current the surface layer of the Cu–Cr contact becomes more homogeneous as a result of
the interaction of the cathode spots and the surface layer of contact material. This surface takes the
form of a Cu matrix with a fine dispersion of very fine Cr particles; thus, the single ic distribution
shown in Figure 3.11(b) results.
Exact comparison of data between different experimenters is not precise because ic is dependent upon a circuit’s surge impedance [Z s = f(L,C,R)] and also upon the level of current being
switched [79]. In Figure 2.30 I show the voltage and current characteristics for a Ag–WC contact as the ac current falls towards zero [80]. In looking at this figure, you will quickly notice
that to measure the actual value of ic is somewhat difficult. After the current chops, however,
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TABLE 3.7
Chopping Currents for Vacuum Interrupter Contact Materials
Material
Ag
Cu
Cr
W
Cu–Cr (25 wt.%)
After 1000 ops. At 1kA
Cu–Cr (50 wt.%), switching 100A
Switching 950A, Surge Impedance, 240Ω
Switching 1550A, Surge Impedance, 240Ω
Cu–Cr (40 wt.%)
Cu–Cr (55 wt.%)
Cu–Cr (75 wt.%)
Cr (25 wt.%) Cu–Bi (5 wt.%)
Cr (25 wt.%) Cu–Bi (15 wt.%)
After 1000 ops at 600A
After 10,000 ops at 600A
Cr (25 wt.%) Cu–BiO2 (5 wt.%)
Cr (25 wt.%) Cu–BiO2 (15 wt.%)
After 1000 ops at 600A
After 10,000 ops at 600A
Cr (25 wt.%)–Cu–Sb (2 wt.%)
Cr (25 wt.%)–Cu–Sb (9 wt.%)
After 1000 ops. At 1kA
Cr (~23 wt.%)–Cu(~23 wt.%)–WC (~5 wt.%)
Cr (~24 wt.%)–Cu (~24 wt.%)–Te/Se (~2wt.%)
Cr (~44 wt.%)–Cu (~54 wt.%)–Ta (~2wt.%)
W–Cu (10 wt.%)
W–Cu (20 wt.%)
W–Cu (30 wt.%)
WC–Cu (25 wt.%)
WC–Cu (30 wt.%)
WC–Cu (40 wt.%)
WC–Cu (50 wt.%)
WC–Ag (25 wt.%)
WC–Ag (40 wt.%)
WC–Ag (50 wt.%)
WC–Ag (60 wt.%)
WC (1µm grain)–Co (5 wt.%)–Ag (25 wt.%)
WC (1µm grain–Co (5 wt.%)–Ag (30 wt.%)
WC (6µm grain)–Co (5 wt.%)–Ag (30 wt.%)
WC (1µm grain)–Co (0.5 wt.%)–Ag (30 wt.%)
WC (1µm grain)–Co (5 wt.%)–Ag (40 wt.%)
Mo–Cu (25 wt.%)
Mo–Cu (45 wt.%)

Average Chopping
Current, A

Standard
Deviation

3.5–4.1
15
7
14–50
4
3.5
4.5
2
1.5
5.5
4.75
1.1
0.78
0.8
1.45
1.2
0.75
0.76
0.8
5.2
4
5
1
2.5
2.5
5
5
5
1
1.9–2.7
1.5
0.5
0.6–1.1
1.1
1.5
0.42
0.27
0.38
0.58
0.67

Maximum Chopping
Current, A
6.7
> 21
16
350

0.5

4.5–8
7.5
10
6
6
4.5
8
15
13.1
11.1
13.8
12.6
7.5
10.5
9
8
7.5
10.5
9

5.3

8
1.5
4

0.2
0.2–0.4
0.3

1.1
1.4–1.5
2.2
4.0

5.5
6.5
(Continued )
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TABLE 3.7 (CONTINUED)
Chopping Currents for Vacuum Interrupter Contact Materials
Average Chopping
Current, A

Standard
Deviation

Maximum Chopping
Current, A

Cu (30 wt.%) W–Sb (1 wt.%)
After 105 ops AC4, 1500A
Cu (30 wt.%) W–Sb (4 wt.%)
After 105 ops AC4, 1500A
Cu (30 wt.%) W–Li (0.24 wt.%)
Cu (30 wt.%) W–SbBi (10 wt.%)
Cu–Bi (0.5 wt.%)
Cu–Bi–Pb (1 wt.%)
Cu–Bi–Pb (13 wt. %)
After 1000 ops at ~ 400A
After 105 ops at ~ 400A

3
2.5
1.6
1.6
22.1
0.8
2
5
1
1.2
4.5

5.3
4.7
3.8
3.8
63
1.8

5.5

Co–Ag–Se
After 1000 ops at ~ 400A
After 105 ops at ~ 400A

0.4
0.4
0.4

Material

> 21
11
2
2.2
9
0.8
0.8
0.8

(a)

(b)
Cu-Cr (50)

99.9
Cu-Cr (25)

Cu-Cr (25)
Cu-Cr (75)

99

90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

1

0

5

10

15

0

5

Chopping current ic, A

FIGURE 3.11 (a) Cumulative distribution of chopping currents for new Cu–Cr (25 wt.%), Cu–Cr (50 wt.%)
and Cu–Cr (75 wt.%) contacts. (b) Cumulative distribution of chopping currents for Cu–Cr (25 wt.%) contacts
after many switching operations [78].

the voltage across the contacts has a well-defined peak value and a well-defined frequency of
oscillation. Holmes [81] used this peak voltage and its oscillation to accurately determine the
actual chopping current. As can be seen from Figure 2.30 the voltage transient that occurs after
the current chop is approximately a damped sinusoidal wave. Thus, it is possible to develop a
simple analysis for this voltage transient using a simple, lumped parameter model shown in
Figure 3.12. This model results in good agreement between measurements of chopping current
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L

C

R

Ut

S

FIGURE 3.12 Lumped parameter circuit for analyzing the effect of chopping current on subsequent voltage
oscillations.

and the calculation of the chopping current from the voltage transient that occurs after the current chops [82, 83].
The circuit most susceptible to the effects of current chop is an inductive circuit. Thus in Figure
3.12 the inductance L causes the current zero to occur when the circuit voltage and the transient recovery voltage, UR, is a maximum and in the opposite polarity (I will present a complete explanation of
the development of UR in Section 4.3.1.1) This peak voltage remains essentially constant for the time
period under consideration: up to about 200µs. For example, after 200 µs the voltage will have changed
by less than 0.3%. Therefore, UR can be represented by a constant emf in Figure 3.12. All of the effective circuit inductance is lumped into L and the capacitance placed across the switch is lumped into
C. Switch S is an ideal switch that is perfectly conducting when closed and perfectly insulating when
open (this switch represents the vacuum arc as it changes from a conductor to an insulator during the
current chop). All of the circuit resistive or energy loss effects are lumped into R. In practice, the value
for R can be calculated from the decrement of the voltage transient. The differential equation for the
circuit shown in Figure 3.12 when the switch S is opened at the time the current equals ic is:
L

L dq q
d 2q
+
+ = UR
dt 2 RC dt C

(3.1)

where q is the charge on the capacitor C at the time following the current chop. The voltage across
the switch is:
U=

q
C

(3.2)

The initial conditions are:
U = 0 at t = 0

(3.3)

dU
i
at t = 0 is - c
dt
C

(3.4)

Using Equations (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) results in a solution to Equation (3.1):
t ö é ic
Ut
æ
ù
U = U R - exp ç +
sinw t + U R cosw t ú
÷
ê
è 2 RC ø ë wC 2 RwC
û

(3.5)

where
é 1
1 ù
ú
w = 2p f = ê
2
êë LC ( 2 RC ) úû

1

2

æ 1 ö
»ç
÷
è LC ø

1

2

(3.6)
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and f is the frequency in Hz. It is possible to solve Equation (3.5) for two values of t where U can
be a maximum
t1 = tan -1 (j / w )

(3.7)

t2 = t1 + (p / w )

(3.8)

U ö
æi
2 RCw ç c - R ÷
è C RC ø
j=
UR
ic
+
+ 2 RCw 2U R
C 2 RC

(3.9)

and

The maximum voltage, Up, occurs at t1 when the chopping current is particularly severe (i.e. for
large values of ic) or where UR is very small; for all other conditions the maximum value Up occurs
at t2. In distribution circuits (5kV to 40.5kV), Up will usually occur at t2. The peak value of the first
phase to clear for an ungrounded, inductive ac circuit is about 1.8 times the rms system voltage. In
Holmes’ experiment the maximum Up is about 8kV for a chopping current of 8A in a high surge
impedance circuit [81]. Thus, even in a 5kV circuit with ic = 0, the peak of the recovery voltage will
be 9kV. The voltage swing resulting from any current chop will take this voltage to a somewhat
higher value. Also, for advanced vacuum interrupter contact materials a chopping current of 8A is
a rare event. Holmes occasionally observes the highest Up occurring at t1, because he performs his
experiment in a circuit with a peak system voltage Ut = 620V and one of the contact materials he
investigates is Cu–Bi (0.5 wt.%).
In order to use these equations, you first must determine the value of Up, the peak of the system’s
ac voltage. The stray capacitance, C, in parallel with the contacts and the circuit inductance, L, can
be determined by observing the effect on the frequency of the transient voltage by adding additional
parallel capacitance. The effective resistance, R, can be determined from the values of successive
peaks, Un and Un+1 of the transient voltage. The log-decrement “δ” is given by:
éU ù
p
1
d = loge ê n ú =
=
ë U n +1 û RCw 2 RCf

(3.10)

One useful parameter that directly influences the voltage transient during the current chop event is
the circuit’s surge impedance, Zs, which is given by the relation:
Zs =

L
1
=
L ö
æ
wC
ç C - 4 R2 ÷
è
ø

(3.11)

When Equation (3.11) is substituted into Equation (3.5),
Ur Z s
æ -t ö é æ
U = U R - exp ç
÷ êç ic Z s + 2 R
2
RC
è
ø ëè

ù
ö
÷ sinw t + U R cosw t ú
ø
û

(3.12)

In order to determine the validity of this analysis Holmes measures the actual chopping current, ic, and the corresponding peak of the transient recovery voltage, UR. He does this with zero
additional capacitance across the contacts, for circuit currents ranging from 380A to 1550A, and
for circuit inductances ranging from 0.75mH to 3.09mH. One representative data set is shown in
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FIGURE 3.13 The relationship between peak of the transient recovery voltage and the chopping current for
Zs = 1320Ω and circuit current i = 950A (rms), {○ experimental data, _______ calculated from Equation
(3.12)} [81].

Figure 3.13 for one circuit current and for one surge impedance. For most of these data the peak
voltage transient, Up, occurs at t2, but because his system voltage has a peak value of only 620V, he
observes some peak values occurring at t1 for higher chopping currents. This figure shows excellent
agreement between the experimental data and the predicted value from Equations (3.5) and (3.12).
Interestingly, the calculated curve also correctly predicts where the peak of the voltage transient
occurs. Thus, it is possible to accurately calculate the true value of the chopping current from the
transient recovery voltage using Equation (3.5) without having to rely upon an imprecise measurement of a current trace such as that shown in Figure 2.30. Taylor et al. [82] show in Figure 3.14
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FIGURE 3.14 Comparison of the measured voltage transient after a current chop and the calculated voltage
transient using Equation 3.12 [82].
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agreement between the model given in Equation (3.12) and experimental values of U for a wide
range of chop currents.
Holmes determined the effect of Zs, on the peak of the transient voltage and on the chopping
current for a current of 950A(rms); see Figure 3.15. Increasing the capacitance in parallel with the
contacts, i.e., decreasing Zs, has the effect of decreasing the peak of the transient voltage, Up, associated with a given chopping current, ic, while at the same time increasing the value of ic; see Figures
3.16 and 3.17. Both Cu–Cr(50 wt.%) and Cu–Bi(0.5 wt.%) contacts are used for the experimental
data shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.15. Thus, once the current chop occurs (which is dependant upon
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FIGURE 3.15 Comparison of the measured peak of the transient recovery voltage and that calculated from
Equation (3.12) for a circuit current of 950A(rms) {○, □, △, ▽ experimental data, ______ calculated from
Equation (3.12)} [81].
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FIGURE 3.16

Distribution of chopping currents for Cu–Cr (50 wt.%) contacts [81].
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FIGURE 3.17 The 90th percentile value of chopping current for Cu–Cr (50 wt.%) contacts [81].

the contact material), the value of Up, is determined only by the circuit’s parameters and is independent of the contact material.
The current chop data in Holmes’ experiment has a log-normal distribution, i.e., the loge(ic) is
normally distributed, see Figure 3.16. Figure 3.17 shows the expected 90th-percentile ic (i.e. the
value at which the measured values of ic have this value or less) as a function of circuit current
(i) and the circuit’s surge impedance (Zs) for Cr–Cu(50 wt.%). Here we see that ic ranges from 8A
(for i= 250A, Zs = 50Ω) to 1.1A (for i = 1500A, Zs = 2000Ω). It is interesting to note how low these
ic values are. Table 3.7 gives an average ic value for this material of 4.5A for current interruption
levels of about 100A. This indicates that the chopping current also depends upon the peak current
interrupted; i.e., the di/dt as the current falls to zero. The distribution of the ic values in Holmes’
experiments does not depend upon where on the ac current wave the contacts open. This confirms
that the dependence on current level must be more related to the rate of change of current just before
the current zero.
Most vacuum interrupters switch load currents in the range 100A to 3150A. It is therefore important to realize that the practical values of ic may well be lower than those values given in the literature where the switched current is less than 100A [82]. From a practical point of view current
chopping decreases to a negligible value when a vacuum interrupter is interrupting short circuit
currents. Thus, when determining the chopping current level in a practical vacuum interrupter it is
not only important to know the exact composition of the contact material, but it is also important
to know the level of current being interrupted and the surge impedance of the circuit in which the
vacuum interrupter will be applied. Other experiments have been performed by Ding et al. [80] and
Smeets et al. [84] with a variable, parallel, capacitive (C) + inductive (L) + resistive (R) network
across the opening vacuum contacts. Here ic has been shown to increase as C increases (for a constant L and R), and to decrease as L or R increases (for a constant C). Finally, as is shown in Figure
3.11(a) and (b) the distribution of ic values also depends upon the state of the contact’s surface after
switching electric current.
Table 3.7 shows that pure metals Cu, Ag, Cr, and W have a high value of ic, but mixtures of these
metals, in general, have much lower values. Thus, when Cu is mixed with Cr or with W, the chopping
current drops to values that are considerably below those of the pure metal constituents. This is a
result of the interaction between the lower melting point, high-vapor pressure material and the higher
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melting point, lower thermal conductivity material. The most effective low ic material is a mixture
of WC and Ag. By adding a reasonable percentage of high-vapor pressure materials to Cr–Cu or
W–Cu, even lower ic values can be obtained. The chopping current generally is not severely affected
by repeated switching once the contact’s surface microstructure has been stabilized. Experimental
data after repeated switching Cu–Cr contacts show that the average value ic can even decrease [79,
85, 86], although the maximum value either remains the same or even increases slightly.
While chopping current has been exhaustively discussed for vacuum interrupters, it has in general been ignored as a phenomenon in other interrupter technologies. Cornick [87] has compared
chopping currents in Oil, SF6 Puffer, and vacuum interrupters. Interestingly Cornick uses an experimental circuit that represents a “live” ungrounded circuit with capacitors connected across a load
reactor and across the source. He shows that the chopping current for all three breakers is predominantly governed by the effective capacitance in parallel with the circuit breaker. Current chopping
is neither a function of the test circuit nor the arrangement of the capacitors. He concludes that a
simple, single phase, grounded circuit can be used to obtain the chopping current values. The data
for each of the breakers is shown in Figure 3.18. Here it can be seen that the chopping level for
vacuum interrupters with Cr–Cu contacts is comparable to the other technologies for low circuit
capacitances and is generally much lower for higher circuit capacitances. Similar results have also
been obtained by Dullni et al. [79] and Ding et al. [80].

3.2.7 Summary
Tables 3.8 and 3.9 present a qualitative assessment of the material properties and the expected
performance of vacuum interrupter contact materials together with comments concerning their
application. Table 3.10 presents an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of the three most
commonly used contact materials. The Cr–Cu class of contact material has clearly emerged as the
best material to use for vacuum interrupters that have to interrupt fault (i.e. short circuit) currents.
This is based upon the published research on contact materials and experimental work performed
since the early 1970s. It combines good electrical properties with outstanding circuit interruption
ability and excellent arc erosion and welding resistance. The W–Cu contact material is popular for
30
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FIGURE 3.18 Chopping currents for an Oil Circuit Breaker, an SF6 Puffer Breaker, and a Vacuum Breaker [87].
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Expected Contact Material Performance and its Application

TABLE 3.9
Performance and Application of Vacuum Interrupter Contact Material

Originally developed for
distribution circuit breaker
applications, now superceded
by the Cu–Cr contact material

Specialty switches that require
outstanding welding resistance

Distribution and Transmission
voltage contactors and
welding resistant switches
Contactors and switches that
interrupt currents < 4.5kA.
AMF vacuum interrupters for
low surge, circuit breakers
Distribution switches

Distribution and Transmission
voltage power circuit breakers,
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TABLE 3.10
General Advantages of Commonly Used Vacuum Interrupter Contact Material
Contact
Material

Advantages

Disadvantages

Cu–Cr

• After high current interruption the contact surface
remains smooth
• The surface of the contact changes to very finely
disperse Cr in a Cu matrix
• Excellent electrical endurance
• Excellent mechanical strength
• Excellent high voltage performance
• Withstands high speed transient recovery voltages
• Low cost
• Adequate resistance to contact welding in circuit
breaker applications
• Excellent high, short circuit interruption performance
• Butt contacts interrupt up to 10kA
• Maximum chop current < 6A

• Excellent high frequency current
interruption can result in voltage
escalation in high inductance circuits
• Welding tendency too high for contactor
applications

Ag–WC

• Excellent load current electrical endurance (> 106
electrical operations possible)
• Poor high frequency current interruption, limits high
voltage escalation effects, i.e. it is a “low surge” contact
material (see Section 4.3.1.1)
• Excellent resistance to contact welding
• Maximum chop current <2A

• High cost
• Butt contact interruption limit 4 to 4.5kA
• Requires an AMF design to reach higher
short circuit interruption values
• High voltage performance generally
limited to 15kV or lower systems
• Use generally limited to contactor
applications

Cu–W

• Excellent load current electrical endurance
• High frequency current interruption ability between that
of Cu–Cr and Ag–WC
• Excellent high voltage performance
• Good resistance to contact welding
• Low cost
• Maximum chop current <8A

• Butt contact interruption limit 2–3 kA
• Use generally limited to load break
switches

load break switches and for circuit currents below about 2000A. The WC–Ag contact material is
now widely used for contactor vacuum interrupters. There are niche applications where very low
surge voltages are needed so more complex materials such as Cu–Cr with high vapor pressure additives can be used. Also, as vacuum interrupters are developed for circuit voltages ≥ 72kV, additives
may be added to Cu–Cr contacts to enhance their high voltage withstand performance. For all
practical purposes, the maximum value of the chop current for modern, vacuum interrupter, contact
materials is low enough that the phenomenon no longer presents a problem in the electrical circuits
they are designed to switch and/or protect. I shall discuss this further in Chapter 4.

3.3 THE CONTACT STRUCTURES FOR THE VACUUM INTERRUPTER
3.3.1 Introduction
The vacuum interrupter’s contact is one of the most important components for ensuring the successful operation of the vacuum interrupter. In the previous section I discussed the choice of materials
and showed the considerations that have to be taken into account when choosing one over another
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for a particular vacuum interrupter application. The choice of material, however, is not the only concern when deciding upon a vacuum interrupter’s contact. Equally important, some might even argue
more important, is to consider the actual structure, or design, of the contact itself. As presented in
Chapter 2 in this volume, there are three forms of vacuum arc:
1) The diffuse vacuum arc (currents < ≈ 6kA)
2) The high current column vacuum arc (currents > ≈ 10kA)
3) The transition vacuum arc (6kA ≈ < currents < ≈ 10kA)
The possible arc modes on a butt contact during a current half cycle are illustrated in Figures 2.45,
2.46, and 2.47. As the contacts part they are separated by a molten metal bridge, which forms at
the last point of contact. Once the bridge has ruptured, there is a brief period during which an arc
column is confined to the vicinity of the bridge, call the bridge column arc. Now, depending upon
the current level, the vacuum arc will progress into one of three possible forms. For currents of less
than about 6kA, a diffuse arc will develop. For currents between about 6kA and about 14–15kA,
the arc can form a transition diffuse column, which depending upon the level of current, will either
remain a diffuse column or develop into a more constricted column. At currents higher than about
14–15kA, the vacuum arc immediately develops into a constricted column from the bridge column.
At low currents, the diffuse arc will stay diffuse all the way to current zero. The transition
vacuum arc will return to the diffuse mode just before current zero. At the highest currents, the
contact regions of a stationary constricted column exhibit intense activity with jets of material being
ejected from the contact faces. After severe contact activity such as this, even if the arc returns to
the diffuse mode just before current zero, there will be copious residual metal vapor residing in the
intercontact region; see Section 4.2.3 in this volume.
Electrical contacts that have a diffuse vacuum arc burning between them many milliseconds
before current zero will have excellent dielectric recovery properties after current zero: See Section
4.2 for a complete description of the interruption process. The reason for this results from the
properties of the cathode spots. First, the ions are ejected from the spot with very high velocities
(about 104ms−1, Section 2.3) and so will clear the contact region in a few microseconds after current
zero. Second, the spots themselves are extremely small (about 50µm). They will therefore cool very
rapidly after current zero (in approximately microseconds or less and will cease to liberate metal
vapor into the intercontact space. During the arcing period small particles of contact material are
ejected from the cathode spots tangentially to the contact face, and moving away from the intercontact space in the shortest possible time. In contrast, if you have an uncontrolled columnar arc,
the contact faces can be grossly heated and there can be liberal evaporation of metal vapor after the
vacuum attempts to extinguish at current zero. This metal vapor prevents rapid dielectric recovery
of the contact gap by providing a possible breakdown path [88].
It is important therefore to minimize the arc heating of the vacuum contacts during the current
half cycle and to maximize the time for which the arc remains diffuse. In order to do this many
electric contact designs have been proposed. It is possible to split these designs into three major
groupings [89]:
1) disc or butt shaped contacts
2) contacts that cause the roots of the columnar arc to move rapidly over their surfaces
3) contacts that force the high current vacuum arc into a high current diffuse mode.

3.3.2 Disc- or Butt-Shaped Contacts
The earliest vacuum interrupters used simple butt contact structures, Figure 3.19(a). Indeed, for low
current, diffuse vacuum arc switching (of less than about 6kA) these contacts worked very well.
At higher currents, however, the intense arcing activity caused severe erosion of the contacts and
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FIGURE 3.19 (a) The disc or butt contact for vacuum interrupters, (b) and (c) some examples of compact,
“large area” contact structures.

failure to interrupt the current. Research into one form of contact activity, showed that an anode spot
would form from a diffuse arc if, at a given contact gap, the anode area is too small [90]; see Section
2.3.4 in this volume. This led some researchers to develop the ultimately short-lived concept of
using large area contacts for high-current vacuum interrupter applications. Examples of large area
contacts are shown in Figure 3.19(b) and (c) [91, 92]. Many other designs based upon this concept
can be found in the patent literature [93]. Unfortunately, this type of contact structure proved to be
impractical because the inventors did not take into account the initial formation of the bridge column arc after the rupture of the molten metal bridge; see Section 2.2. When the arc current is high
enough, this bridge column arc transitions directly into the columnar vacuum arc with the resulting
gross erosion and overheating of the contacts. The large area does not come into play at all and has
no impact on controlling the high current, columnar vacuum arc.

3.3.3 Contacts to Force the Motion of the High Current,
Columnar Vacuum Arc
As I have discussed in Section 2.6.2 in this volume, the high current, columnar vacuum arc moves
in the Amperian manner when a transverse magnetic field (TMF) is impressed across it [94]. This
finding has led to some very practical high current contact designs for vacuum interrupters. Each
of these designs accepts the occurrence of the columnar vacuum arc, but this arc is forced to move
across the contact face through the interaction between the current flowing in the arc and a transverse magnetic field (TMF) resulting from the current flowing in the contact itself. The earliest
design for this type of contact, the spiral contact, was patented by H. N. Schneider [95] in 1960 and
is illustrated in Figure 3.20(b). Also, in 1960 Smith patented a cup TMF design shown in Figure
3.20(c) [96]. Other typical designs are shown in Figures 3.20(a), (d), and (e). The mode of operation
with a columnar vacuum arc is illustrated in Figure 3.21(a) and (b). When opening usual load currents (i.e., < 4kA), however, the vacuum arc will be in the diffuse mode with cathode spots running
over the whole spiral cathode’s surface.
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FIGURE 3.20 (a) An example of the “Transverse Magnetic Field” (TMF) contact structure for vacuum
interrupters, (b) H.N. Schneider’s original spiral contact design [95], (c) and (d) variations on the TMF design,
(e) Smith’s cup TMF design.

Feng et al. [97] have investigated the performance of the shape of the spirals shown in Figure
3.22 when interrupting currents up to 24kA peak. Seven arc modes are observed in these experiments: the bridge column, the diffuse column arc, the constricted column arc, the plasma jet arc, the
anode jet arc the high and low current diffuse arcs. Only minor differences are observed in current
interruption performance between the two designs for contact diameters of 40mm and 46mm. The

FIGURE 3.21 The motion of the high current columnar vacuum arc on the TMF contact structure; (a) spiralshaped contacts and (b) the contrate cup shaped contacts.
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The spiral and straight cut Transverse Magnetic Field (TNF) contact designs.

effective contact area eroded by the spiral contacts is between 73% and 79% and between 91% and
97% for the straight cut design.
Figure 3.22 shows the design parameters for the spiral contact. They are, the width and thickness
of the spiral arms, the width of the gap between the spiral arms and the notch depth in the contact’s
center. For most designs the contacts make closed contact at position (1). The spiral arms radiate
from this region. As will be shown in Chapter 6 in this volume, the closing velocity and closing
force are very high for vacuum interrupters that are designed to interrupt high fault currents. Thus,
when the contacts touch the arms will have built up considerable inertia. The spiral arms experience
high stress each time the contacts open and close. It is important to control the mass of these arms.
This is done by optimizing the slot width and the arm thickness and width. Feng et al. [98] have
investigate the TMF design in Figure 3.20(a) for slot width (1.5mm to 2.5mm), arm thickness (5mm
to 7mm), contact diameter 40mm and initial column arc position (1), (2), and (3) when interrupting
ac currents (5kA to 20kA). They conclude that when the initial arc column is at position (1) (i.e., at
the contact’s center), magnetic force is much lower that at positions (2) and (3). When the contact
gap increases the magnetic force on the column arc increases. However, when the contact thickness
increases the magnetic force decreases. The notch depth has little influence.
A second contact structure that uses a TMF to drive the columnar vacuum arc is shown in
Figures 3.20(c) nd 3.21(b). This design is the contrate cup contact [96 ,99, 100]. It can be seen from
Figures 3.21(b) that the slanted slots cut into the cup’s side provide a transverse component to the
magnetic field, which drives the arc around the cup’s surface. It has been found that the arc runs
best in this design if the slots do not extend all the way to the rim, i.e. there is a rim of solid contact
material. When the slots do extend through the contact’s surface a more or less continuous surface
develops after a few mechanical operations. The impact from these mechanical operations will
cause the slots at the contact’s surface to collapse and touch each other. One way of preventing the
slots from collapsing is suggested by Wang et al. [101] and is shown in Figure 3.23(a). Liu et al. [102]
in Figure 3.23(b) show another way of enhancing the magnetic field strength. Lamara et al. [103]
propose the raised central spiral and a fixed contrate cup design shown in Figure 3.23(c). The high
current column vacuum arc is initiated on the central spiral contacts and migrates to the fixed cup
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FIGURE 3.23 Examples of extensions to the cup TMF contact: (a) iron pillars inside the cup design [101], (b)
Spiral cuts into the cup’s base [102] and (c) spiral moving contacts inside a fixed cup [103].

structure. The authors of these designs each claim a somewhat improved interruption performance
over the simpler designs shown in Figure 3.20.
Many variations of the TMF contact design have been proposed. For example, Figure 3.24 illustrates some TMF design variations proposed by Altof [104]. Most of the vacuum interrupter manufacturers who use this contact design to control the high current columnar arc have developed their
own “optimum” designs. The optimum design will depend upon the shape of the spiral or the cup,
the width of the slots, the length of the slots, the number of slots, the width of the spiral, the shape
of the cup wall, and the slot angle in the cup’s wall as well as the contact material used. Each
manufacturer has developed its own optimized design and a benchmark review of available vacuum
interrupters shows that there are as many variations of the TMF contact structure as there are
manufacturers. Finally, the cost to manufacture a particular design to achieve a given interruption
performance rating is, in practice, an important criterion for a commercial product. The spiral TMF
contact has traditionally been produced by machining a disc of C–Cr material. Kowanda et al. [105]
show that it is possible to produce a net-shape contact directly with the press and solid phase sinter
technique given in Table 3.4(a).
Figure 3.21(a) shows a columnar arc between the spiral arms. As I have already discussed in
Section 2.6.2 in this volume, the current path generates a transverse magnetic field with the magnetic flux BT perpendicular to the page. This TMF, together with the current, produces a Lorentz
force FT, which is directed towards the right and tends to enlarge the area of the loop, thus making
the arc move. Thus, when the arc is in the columnar mode, the self-magnetic field generated by the
current flowing in the spiral arms interacts with the current flowing in the arc to force the arc to
move between the spirals. When the arc roots reach the end of the spiral arm, they are forced to
jump the gap to the next spiral arm by the arc column continuing to move around the circumference
of the contacts. Figure 3.25 shows the typical arc voltage characteristic for spiral, TMF contacts
opening a high-current ac circuit. After the initial column arc formation there is a dwell time when
the column arc does not move. Once the contacts open far enough (in this example, after 2ms)
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FIGURE 3.24
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Examples of possible TMF structures for power vacuum interrupters [104].

FIGURE 3.25 The voltage across spiral contacts as they open a high-current circuit showing the stages of
the columnar arc motion and transition to a diffuse vacuum arc as the current approaches zero.
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FIGURE 3.26

The column arc behavior between opening spiral contacts as a function of current [106].

the interaction with the lengthened arc column and the magnetic field comes into play. This initiates a rapid motion of the columnar arc around the periphery of the spiral arms. Figure 3.26 from
Niwa et al. [106] shows the typical durations of the stationary arc column and the rotating arc
column as a function of current. As the current approaches zero the column arc dissipates into a
diffuse vacuum arc.
The force on the arc column is given by:
FT = n * ´i ´ La ´ BT

(3.13)

where i is the current flowing in the arc and the spiral arms, L a is the arc length, BT is the transverse magnetic flux between the spiral arms is some distance behind the arc, and n* » 0.5 (see
Section 2.6.2 in this volume). The arc’s velocity will be governed by this driving force and the forces
that oppose the arc’s motion. Dullni [107] assumes that the mechanism limiting the columnar arcs
motion is the time it takes for the energy from the arc to heat the contact material at the arc’s roots
to the boiling point. This then would permit enough material to enter the arc and maintain its highpressure columnar nature. He uses an energy balance equation where the energy loss is described by
a one-dimensional heat conduction equation at the contact’s surface to calculate the arc velocity varc
as a function of the current i. He assumes that a lower bound for the heat flux into the contact can
be estimated from an equivalent contact fall voltage drop Uf and the electron current density j. He
also assumes that the increase of the contact surface temperature produces a sufficient evaporation
rate to achieve the gas density necessary for the current transport in the arc plasma column, i.e., the
columnar vacuum arc is maintained. He determines the arc velocity to be:

varc =

( p)

8U 2f j

3

2

kz c ( Tb - T0 )

i
2

(3.14)

where Κ, ζ, and c are the thermal conductivity, mass density, and specific heat of the contact material, respectively; i is the total discharge current in the plasma column, j = i/πr2 (r is the mean radius
of the arc column), Tb is the final contact temperature, and T0 is the initial surface temperature. The
resulting dependence of varc on the arc current is shown in Figure 3.27 for an equivalent contact fall
voltage drop of Uf = 17 V. Except in a narrow range of currents the model overestimates the arc
velocity that has been measured by experiment. One drawback of this model is that the energy balance equation is not solved for the arc column.
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FIGURE 3.27 The speed of the columnar vacuum arc between TMF contacts (experimental data, from
Westinghouse △, ◯ from [111], ▽ from [112], □ from [109]; ● from [113] ▲ from [108], and ◼ from [106]),
–––––calculated from Teichmann et al’s model [109] and – – – calculated from Dullni’s model [107].

Experimental measurements show that the total arc voltage of a 40kA rms, columnar vacuum
arc moving between spiral (TMF) contacts is 100V–200V [108]. Approximately 40% of the total
arc power is dissipated in each contact. This corresponds to an equivalent anode fall voltage drop
(equivalent particle energy) of the order of 40V. Teichmann et al. have further developed this model
[109] by including the momentum loss from neutral metal vapor leaving the arc column by diffusion. The arc experiences a permanent loss of momentum, FN:
FN = ¡ N mN varc

(3.15)

Where ϒN is the neutral vapor flux out of the plasma column in units of atoms.s−1 and mN is the corresponding atomic mass. (It is assumed that the mass loss is balanced by a corresponding evaporation
rate of contact material, ϒev). The energy balance equation solved simultaneously with the momentum balance equation (Lorentz force = momentum loss rate) yields a relation for the arc velocity,
which is then solved numerically:
æp j ö
jU eq = 1 ç
2 è i ÷ø

1

4

pkz cvarc ö
÷
2
è
ø

(Tb - T0 ) æç

1

2

æ h L b ij ö
+ ç ev a T ÷
è mN varc ø

(3.16)

Here, j is the total current density, hev is the enthalpy of evaporation, bT is the normalized B-field
(BT* / i ≈ 5 µT/A), and L a is the arc length. The result provides a good agreement between experimental values and theory assuming a realistic equivalent voltage drop Ueq for the contact heating
term of 40V. They conclude that the propagation of columnar vacuum arcs between spiral contacts
is dominated by neutral vapor loss from the arc column. As can be seen from Figure 3.27, this model
agrees quite well with experimental data.
Dullni et al. [110] have developed their model further by including in the total energy balance an
evaporation term:
Qarc = 2Qheat + Qevap + Q plasma

(3.17)
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a U arci = 2Qheat + Qevap

(3.18)

where α is some fraction of the total energy given by the total arc voltage (in the range 100V–150V)
times the current, i, flowing through the arc column. They also assume that in equilibrium:
Qevap @ Qheat

(3.19)

They then obtained a new expression for varc:

varc

1
2
ö
4
æ j ö 2 æ é bT La hev ù
6
÷
= i ç ÷ çê
´
ú
è p ø çè ë mN û ( Tb - T0 ) kx c ÷ø
5

1

3

(3.20)

where L a is the arc length (or contact gap). This equation is shown in Figure 3.28 for La =8mm and
for j= 1.5 x 108 Am−2. They then determine that for arcs with currents greater than a given value and
for L a greater than a few millimeters, the number of revolutions N around the periphery of a spiral
contact, diameter D, can be given by:
v
const.i
N = Dt arc arc = Dt arc
pD
pD

5

6

(3.21)

where Δtarc is the time during which the columnar arc exists and the contacts have a large enough
gap [114,115]. Comparison of their model with experimental data is shown in Figure 3.29. While
there is a lot of scatter in the experimental data, the model does seem to fit, to some extent, with
the maximum value of N for a given contact diameter. It also shows that at lower currents when the
arc is not necessarily in the full columnar mode, it will not move as quickly. They conclude that the
maximum rms current imax that could be interrupted by a given spiral contact with a diameter D is:
i max µ D6 / 5

(3.22)
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FIGURE 3.28 The speed of the columnar vacuum arc between spiral, TMF contacts for a contact gap of
8mm and for a current density of 1.5 × 108 A.m−2 ( ––––– calculated from Equation (3.20) [110] and |––––|
experimental data [110].
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FIGURE 3.29 The number of rotations of a high current, columnar vacuum arc between spiral, TMF, vacuum interrupter, contacts opening at 1.5 ms−1 and a 50 Hz rms current, (1. ∆ 40mm contact diameter, 2. ◯
62mm contact diameter and 3. ◻ 82mm contact diameter) [110] and (● 68mm contact diameter and ◼ 90mm
contact diameter) [108].

Their data as well as my own data for imax as a function of contact diameter is given in Figure 3.30.
The relationship given in Equation (3.22) is close to what might be an intuitive expectation for a
columnar vacuum arc traveling around the periphery of a TMF contact: i.e., the imax would depend
upon the contact’s circumference πD. Looking at the data given in Figure 3.30:
imax = 0.64 D or imax = 0.26 D 6 / 5

(@ 12kV )

(3.23)
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FIGURE 3.30 An example for two vacuum interrupter designs of the interruption ability of TMF contacts
as a function of contact diameter for three-distribution circuit, voltage values (△ 12kV, ◯ 24kV and ◻ 36kV
[110]) and (▲ 12kV, ● 24kV [Eaton Corporation]).
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imax = 0.48 D or imax = 0.21D 6 / 5

(@ 24kV )

(3.24)

The scatter in the data is such that over the current range shown imax could be proportional to either
D or D6/5. It is interesting to note that there is also a strong dependence of imax on the circuit’s system
voltage, US. One example of such dependence over a system voltage range of 1kV to 27kV is shown
in Figure 3.31. Here the empirical relationship is:
imax = -1.33U S + 61.5

(3.25)

For the columnar arc to rotate around the periphery of the spiral TMF contacts the arc roots have
to cross the slots between one spiral arm and the next. Schulman et al. [116] show that rotating one
spiral contact with respect to the other one assists the column arc’s transit across the slots. Models
of the columnar arc motion [113, 117] show that the plasma plume from the anode that precedes the
arc motion (See Figure 2.58) can easily cross the slot between the spiral arms.
I will discuss the interruption of the vacuum arc in Chapter 4 in this volume. In Chapters 5 and
6 in this volume, I will discuss the effect of US on the voltage that appears across the vacuum interrupter’s open contacts when interrupting high fault currents. Care must be taken when interpreting
Figures 3.30 and 3.31. It does show an interesting correlation between two sets of experimental data
and a model of the arc motion in determining the interruption ability of a vacuum interrupter with
a TMF contact.
However, the interruption ability of a given vacuum interrupter design does not solely depend
upon the contact structure. It is also dependent upon the exact composition of the contact material
and the overall internal design of the vacuum interrupter. Thus, the two data sets shown in Figure
3.30 should not be assumed to be the absolute limit of interruption for all vacuum interrupters with
the contact diameters given there. Figure 3.32 shows a sequence of photographs of a 30kA rms
columnar vacuum arc between 64mm diameter spiral contacts. Here the arc velocity is about 320m.
s−1, which is about what you would expect from Figure 3.27. The break-up of the arc column just
before current zero is shown in Figure 3.33. At 1ms before the current zero the arc column shows
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FIGURE 3.31 An example of the interruption ability of a TMF contact (62mm diameter) as a function of
the system voltage.
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FIGURE 3.32 The columnar vacuum arc between 62mm diameter, spiral contacts with a circuit current of
30kA (rms).

FIGURE 3.33 The transition from the moving columnar vacuum arc on spiral contacts to the diffuse vacuum arc as the circuit current approaches zero.
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that it is breaking up and cathode spots can be seen spreading across the cathode. The decay of the
anode spot continues until 0.5ms before current zero after which it is no longer visible.
In Section 2.4 in this volume, I have already presented an account of the “Appearance Diagram”
development (Figure 2.45) for butt contacts opening with an ac current and the formation of the
columnar vacuum arc between them. Schulman [114, 115] has studied the appearance of the vacuum
arc between opening spiral contacts using a similar experimental technique and has shown how
complex it can be. His “Appearance Diagrams” for contacts opening on the rise of an ac current
wave and at the peak of the ac current wave are shown in Figure 3.34 and Figure 3.35, respectively.
The interaction of the columnar vacuum arc with the spiral contacts is quite complex. In each diagram, two dashed curves of gap vs. current are plotted to show the low- and high-current envelopes
of the gap-current curves from which the diagrams are made. The arrows show the directions of
the changing gap and current for which each diagram is valid. The solid lines indicate approximate
boundaries between arc modes. There are no observable changes in the diagrams over the ranges of
average contact opening speed of 1.6 ms−1 to 2.1 ms−1. I will describe these arcing modes using the
terminology presented in Section 2.4 in this volume.
Figures 3.34 and 3.35 have some similarities. Firstly, two parallel columns form before the transition to a single column. Perhaps this indicates the formation and rupture of two molten metal
bridges and the formation of parallel bridge column arcs. When the second column does not form at
contact separation, it can appear on another spiral petal before the gap reaches ~1mm. If not, it can
form at a 1 to 2mm gap by the first column splitting at a spiral slot. Except in the case of splitting,
both the initial parallel columnar arcs are in the central contact region with one of their arc roots
anchored at the edge of a slot.
The parallel columns can be either diffuse columns or constricted columns, depending on
whether the separation current is below or above ~15kA. As the gap contact increases, there is a
short transition (usually less than 0.14 ms) from two columns to a single running plasma jet column
for instantaneous currents above ~20kA. The instantaneous gap at this point depends on current and
the separation delay, which, for a given current, falls within a 1 to 1.5mm wide transition region.
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FIGURE 3.34 Columnar arc appearance diagram between spiral TMF, spiral contacts for an opening speed
1.6 ms−1, opening delays of 0.48–2.3 ms into the current half cycle and final contact gaps of 4–8mm [114].
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FIGURE 3.35 Columnar arc appearance diagram between spiral TMF, spiral contacts for an opening speed
2.0 ms−1, opening delays of 2.4–4.4 ms into the current half cycle and final contact gaps of 7–8mm [114].

The threshold gap for formation of the single jet column approaches a range of 3 to 4mm for both
diagrams at high currents. Once the single jet column forms, it quickly moves outward and begins
running on the spiral arms along the periphery of the contacts. As the current decreases, the arc
enters the break-up stage as it passes over the spiral slots. Anode footprints [118] are still present
throughout the break-up stage. The final mode of fully diffuse arcing (no anode involvement seen
in Figure 3.33) at the end of the half-cycle is indicated in the region at the top left of the diagrams,
corresponding to the current approaching zero at maximum gap.
The differences in the arc behavior shown in Figures 3.34 and 3.35 result from the initiation
and maintenance of the columnar vacuum arc’s motion. In these experiments, when the contacts
part early in the current half cycle, the running arcs make from 2.5 to 5 vigorous rotations (i.e., a
speed between 150 and 300 ms−1) along the periphery of the contacts before going diffuse. They
also rarely become anchored long enough to develop intense erosion at the arc roots. Above ~40kA,
the transition to single arc motion depends only on gap, with a threshold of 3.6 ± 0.8mm. At a gap
of 8mm, the running column transforms to a diffuse arc as the ac current drops to zero without
sticking or breaking up. When the contacts open close to the peak current, there is a marked effect
on the motion of the columnar vacuum arc. At the current peak, the initial stationary arc results in
copious melting and vapor production at the arc roots. This results in a longer contact gap before the
arc begins to run around the spiral contact structure. Once the arc does move, it has a lower speed.
There is also a greater tendency for the arc roots to stick briefly at the spiral tips. Sometimes the
arc splits into two columns at the spiral tips for contact gaps greater than 4mm. The vacuum arc
still goes fully diffuse before the current zero. The effect on interruption performance of a vacuum
interrupter when it opens at the maximum of a high ac current will be discussed in Section 6.3.4 in
this volume.
One obvious design criterion when applying this type of contact structure is that a minimum
contact gap is required before a vigorous motion of the columnar arc is achieved. Schulman [115]
has studied the effect of the interaction of columnar vacuum arcs with spiral contacts and small
contact gaps (≤3mm). For the range of currents investigated (7.7kA peak to 36kA peak), the appearance diagram shown in Figure 3.36 shows that the columnar arcs, if they move at all, only move a
minimum distance of one half of the contacts perimeter. He observes that one or two bridge column
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FIGURE 3.36 (a) Ranges of peak current for observed appearance of various arcing modes with a full gap
of 2mm and a single, high current, vacuum arc column, (b) Ranges of peak current for observed appearance
of various arcing modes with a full gap of 2mm and two parallel, high current, vacuum arc columns [115].

arcs form on contact separation and then become anchored at nearby spiral slots. If only one column forms initially, a second column will sometimes appear and stick at another slot before the
gap reaches about 1mm. In other instances, part of the arc will expand across the slot, split off, and
move away from the original column to the next slot. His results show that for contact gaps up to
3mm the spiral contacts interact with the arc essentially as butt-type contacts, and the spiral petals
do not induce the column instability required for the arc to maintain motion over the slots. When
the current is high enough, there is intense erosion at the arc roots. Thus, the conclusion from these
experiments is that when applying a TMF contact design, a contact gap of at least 4mm is required
and 6mm is preferable.
One advantage of the spiral TMF design is that the contacts are structured such that the last point
of contact and hence the point of arc initiation as they open is towards the center of the contacts.
Thus, the initial bridge column and the period of little or no arc motion when the contacts are close
is away from the periphery of the contact where the arc will eventually run. Once the arc has moved
to the periphery of the contact and begins to run around it, the region of arc initiation will have a
chance to cool down and evaporation of metal vapor into the contact gap from that region will cease.
The arc voltage for the columnar vacuum arc between spiral contacts has some distinctive features that are illustrated in Figure 3.37. Schulman [114] correlates the arc voltage with the arc
appearance at different stages of the contact opening sequence. Thus, he is able to correlate the arc
voltage characteristics to the modes of arc behavior that he observed. It is interesting to note that
while the arc is in motion, the vacuum arc voltage is generally about 100V. I would expect that the
sooner the columnar vacuum arc breaks up and transitions to the diffuse mode, the better the high
current interruption performance of a vacuum interrupter would be. Liu et al. [119] have shown that
the residual axial magnetic field from the spiral contacts plays a role in this transition. Spiral contacts similar to those shown in Figure 3.22(a) with the slots continuing close to the contacts’ center
experience the transition to the diffuse mode sooner than the slot structure shown in Figure 3.22(b).
Li et al. [120] have studied the high current interruption performance of TMF contacts with two,
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FIGURE 3.37 Arc voltage and current characteristics for an opening TMF contact with a 6mm full contact
gap, opening with a speed of ~ 1.5 ms−1 and a peak current of 35kA [114].

three, four, five, and six spiral arms. Their experiment used two interruption circuits; 36kV/40kA
and 17.5kV/63kA. They conclude that the four-arm spiral contact appears to be the best compromise
between mechanical robustness and current interruption ability.
Paulus [121] has investigated the motion of the columnar arc with the contrate cup TMF contact structure shown in Figures 3.20(c) and 3.21(b). In his experiments he shows that the columnar arc does not run on the cup’s rim for contact gaps ≤ 2mm. He also observes that, after the
initial arc ignition, parallel, multiple constricted columnar arcs can occasionally occur. Again,
these eventually merge into one columnar arc that proceeds to run intermittently or stay motionless on the cup’s rim. He observes running speeds of up to 200ms−1, but the typical speed is
20-60ms−1. Wolf et al. [108] also show the initial parallel arc columns. They also show that the
high-current arc can be both diffuse column as well as constricted column. This is quite different from the appearance of the arc with the spiral contacts, where once the constricted column
forms, it alone moves across the contact surfaces. Figure 3.38 shows the constricted column arc
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FIGURE 3.38 Column arc speed on a contrate cup TMF design as a function of circuit current [108].
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speed on a contrate cup TMF design as a function of circuit currents ranging from 25kA to 35kA
presented by Wolf et al. [108]. The values agree with those given by Paulus and are much slower
than those seen for the columnar vacuum arcs motion on spiral TMF contacts: See, for example,
Figure 3.27. Their 3-D simulation model for the cup and spiral contacts showed that the Lorentz
force on the arc column explains, to some extent. the difference in the arc rotation speeds. This
contact structure has the advantage of a continuous cap on top of the cup’s slots. Thus, the arc
roots do not have to jump a gap as they do with the spiral structure. It does, however, have the
disadvantage that the region of arc initiation and dwell time as the contacts part is also on this
cap. This melted arc ignition region with its high metal evaporation rate will be exposed to the
running arc and will be unable to cool down as effectively as will the arc initiation region for the
spiral contact. Janiszewski et al. [122] in a photographic study show that more than one columnar
vacuum arc moving in the Amperian direction can exist on the cup’s rim for currents in the range
7.2kA to 24kA. They also show that occasionally the anode attachment can form at the base of
the cup. When this happens intense anode melting occurs resulting in the evaporation of the Cu
from which the cup is manufactured. This in turn can limit the contact’s ability to interrupt the
ac current at current zero. Another possible consequence of this intense stationary anode is that
the molten metal inside the cup can flow into the slots cut into its side walls thereby reducing the
effect of the TMF.

3.3.4 Contacts to Force the High Current, Columnar Arc into the Diffuse Mode
In Chapter 2, Section 2.7.2, in this volume, I discussed the effect of an axial magnetic field (AMF)
on the high current columnar arc, which forms between opening contacts. A typical sequence is
illustrated in Figure 2.82. After the rupture of the molten bridge, the bridge column forms. As I
have discussed in Section 2.7.2 in this volume, in the presence of a high enough AMF, this column
expands into a diffuse column and then into a fully diffuse arc. The cathode spots spreading out
over the cathode’s surface characterizes this arc. Electrons from these cathode spots are confined by
the magnetic flux lines in the inter-contacts region and, because of the associated creation of radial
electric fields, the ions are also confined to the intercontact region. An example of a 50kA diffuse
arc is shown in Figure 3.39. Under ideal conditions this high current, diffuse vacuum arc distributes the arc energy over the whole cathode and anode contact surfaces and thus greatly reduces
the opportunity for gross erosion of the contacts. As I have also discussed in Section 2.7.2 in this
volume, any practical contact design that develops an AMF for the purpose of forcing a high current
diffuse vacuum arc to form, has to ensure that for a given arc current, the resulting axial magnetic
field is higher than a critical value.
The earliest experiments using the AMF for current interruption used a coil wrapped around the
outside of the vacuum interrupter that carries the circuit current and produces the AMF [123], see
Figure 3.40. This arrangement has the advantages of:
1) The contacts can be a simple butt structure
2) Increasing the number of coil turns can increase the strength of the AMF [124]
The disadvantages are:
1) The coil must be insulated because it has to be connected to one end of the vacuum interrupter (usually the fixed end), and will have its potential
2) At high currents the coil is under a high “loop” force, thus either the coil itself will need to
be very strong or else it will require extra external support
3) The coil and its connection to the fixed terminal will add extra impedance to the whole
vacuum interrupter structure (this disadvantage can be alleviated to some extent by clever
design [125])
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FIGURE 3.39 Examples of high current diffuse vacuum arcs between Cu–Cr(25wt.%) contacts in an axial
magnetic field: (a) a current of 50kA for a contact diameter of 50mm and (b) a current of 101kA for a contact
diameter of 86.5mm.

FIGURE 3.40 A vacuum interrupter arrangement with an external magnetic field coil to provide the axial
magnetic field.
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4) The resulting coil and interrupter system tends to be bulky, which may affect the pole spacing in a three-phase switch or circuit breaker
5) When the fault current occurs, it takes time for the AMF to penetrate the contact gap
In spite of these disadvantages, there have been a few practical applications of an external coil. All
of these have been with vacuum interrupter designs where the shield is attached to the fixed terminal of the interrupter (see Section 3.4.2) and for circuit voltages ≤ 12kV [126, 127]. Figure 3.41
shows a photograph of a three-phase 7.2kV contactor with internal field coils around the fixed end
of the vacuum interrupter.
Almost all vacuum interrupter manufacturers, who utilize the effect of the AMF to form the
high current, diffuse arc, incorporate the AMF into the design of the structure supporting the contact itself. Figure 3.42(a) shows one example of a ½-coil, two-arm, AMF contact structure [128].
In Figures 3.42(a) and (b) the current flows up the copper terminal and splits into a half coil before
passing into the contact [129]. The passage of the current through the half coils on the back of
each contact results in an AMF in the contact gap. The diameter of the contact’s surface through
which the magnetic flux passes is the internal diameter of the coil. It is important to note that in
these contact structures the area available for the cathode spots to spread can be significantly less
than the contact’s total area. There have been many designs described in the technical and patent
literature, e.g., [128–141]. The coils behind the contacts do increase the impedance of the contact
structure. This impedance can be reduced by using the three- or four-segment coil designs shown
in Figure 3.42(c) and (d). Wang et al. [130] have analyzed the effect of the number of coil segments,
the contact diameter, the coil height, the coil width and the contact gap on the AMF strength and on
the phase shift of the maximum AMF with respect to the maximum current. A summary of their
findings is given in Table 3.11. Figure 3.43 shows an example by Yanabu et al. [131, 132]. Here, a

FIGURE 3.41 A three-phase vacuum contactor with external axils magnetic field coils around the vacuum
interrupters (courtesy of Eaton Corporation).
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FIGURE 3.42 (a) An example of a contact structure for a vacuum interrupter with the magnetic field coil
behind the contact face [128], (b) a two-segment coil design or ½-coil, two-arm design, (c) a three-segment
coil design or ⅓-coil, three-arm design (d) a four-segment coil design or ¼-coil,four-arm design, and (e) a
single coil design.

TABLE 3.11
The Effect of AMF Coil Parameters and
Contact Gap on the AMF and the Phase Shift
of the AMF with Respect to the ac Current
[130]
Design Parameter

AMF strength
↑

↓

↓

↑

Contact diameter
(30mm–100mm)

↑

↓

↓

↑

Coil height
(4mm–18mm)

↑

↓

↓

Coil width
(5mm–15mm)

↑

↑
0

Number of coil segments (2–4)

↓

0

Contact gap
↑
(6mm–12mm)
↓
↑ Increasing, ↓ Decreasing, 0 Little effect

↓
↑
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FIGURE 3.43 Four segment axial magnetic field contact structure proposed by Murano et al. [131] and
Yanabu et al. 132].

four-segment coil is placed behind the contact. The slots in the contact faces are to reduce eddy currents, which result in reducing the effective AMF in the contact gap.
Another design by Kurasawa et al. [133] gives an interesting magnetic field structure that changes
direction across the contact face (Figure 3.44). This type of design was first developed at the end of
the 1970s and has been resurrected as the “new” development in AMF contact structures in the late
1990s [134]. Another structure that has also had practical success is shown in Figure 3.45. Here the
“coil” is a cup with slots cut into it in the way shown [135–138]. The six-slot design shown in Figures
3.45(a) and (b) find the most common usage. Wang [139] has shown that a four-slot design gives
an enhanced AMF that is useful at the longer contact gaps needed for single vacuum interrupters
operating in 126kV circuits. While this design gives a lower AMF than that experienced in the coil
designs shown in Figure 3.42, it also works well if slots are placed in the contact surface to disrupt
the induced eddy currents. It also has a lower impedance than the coil designs. Figure 3.46 shows
data from Xiu et al. [140] who have compared the AMF for the two-arm coil design, see Figure
3.45(b) and the six-slot cup design, Figure 3.45(a).
The major advantage of this class of contact structure is its ability to keep the arc diffuse during very high currents because the magnetic field increases as the current increases. It has been
used to interrupt very high currents. Yanabu et al. [132] report interrupting currents as high as
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A bipolar axial magnetic field contact structure proposed by Kurosawa et al. [133].

200kA in 12kV circuits and Voshall et al. [68] report currents up to 63kA in 72kV circuits. The
major disadvantage is that the contact design increases the impedance between closed contacts.
Thus, the vacuum interrupter must dissipate a higher energy when passing high steady state
currents. Mayo [141] has shown that the increase in impedance can be mitigated to some extent
by using a coil with a trapezoid cross section. Liu et al. [142] have proposed another interesting
design, which is illustrated in Figure 3.47. This uses a central Cu post that is forced to make
contact to the underside of the main contact when the vacuum interrupter closes and deforms the
cup. This allows the bulk of the circuit current to bypass the AMF coil. When the contacts are
parted the cup restores itself to its original dimensions (this may be aided by some contact welding). It is also aided by the Lorenz force between the adjacent segments in the cup. The central
pillar breaks contact with the underside of the main contact and the current flows through the
cup and the AMF is generated.
One other proven AMF design that separates the generation of the AMF from the current carrying path is shown in Figure 3.48 [143]. Here a series of steel “horseshoe” plates is placed behind a
butt contact. The magnetic field that surrounds the conductor from the current flowing through the
conductor is trapped in the steel horseshoes. By judiciously designing the gap in the horseshoes, it
is possible for this magnetic flux to preferentially jump the gap between the contacts to a horseshoe
behind the opposite contact rather than jump the gap to its own horseshoe. When this happens, a
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FIGURE 3.45 The cup, magnetic field structure [135,136].
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FIGURE 3.46 A comparison of the axial magnetic flux for a two-segment AMF coil design with a six-cut
cup design, with a 100mm contact diameter and a current of 40 kA. [140].

bipolar, AMF results. The major disadvantage of this structure in the past has been that for contact
gaps greater than about 12mm, the design of the horseshoe structure becomes more difficult. That
being said, vacuum interrupters are being developed with long contact gaps [144] and for use in
circuits with a system voltage of 126kV [145]. This structure has the major advantage that its total
impedance can be lower than the coil or cup designs.
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FIGURE 3.47 One proposed AMF cup contact design to give a low impedance contact structure when carrying rated continuous current and to give the AMF when interrupting fault current [142].

FIGURE 3.48

The “horse-shoe” contact structure that provides a bipolar axial magnetic flux [143].
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FIGURE 3.49 A simple axial magnetic field example used to estimate the magnetic flux.

An easy way to estimate the value of the axial magnetic field is shown in Figure 3.49. Here two
rings of radius “r” a distance “d” apart give the magnetic field BA at mid-gap:
BA ( mid - gap ) =

m0 ´ i ´ r 2
2
æ
éd ù ö
2 ç r2 + ê ú ÷
ç
ë 2 û ÷ø
è

3

(3.26)
2

Where μ0 is the permeability in free space (4π × 10 −7 T.m.A−1), “i” is the current in amperes and “r”
and “d” are in meters. This simple structure can also be used to estimate the added contact force for
closed contacts with a high current passing through the AMF structure behind the contact faces: see
Section 4.4.2 in this volume. A plot of:

m0 ´ i ´ r 2
æ 2 é d ù2 ö
çr + ê ú ÷
ç
ë 2 û ÷ø
è

3

vs ‘d’ for different values of ‘r’

(3.27)

2

Is shown in Figure 3.50. Chen [146] gives for a 100mm diameter the ratio of:

( BA mid - gap for ’d’ = 40 mm ) ( BA mid - gap for ’d’ = 60 mm ) = 0.78

(3.28)

From Figure 3.50 the ratio is also 0.78. Figure 3.50 shows that for a given contact gap, BA decrease
as “r” increases and for a given “r,” and BA also decreases as the contact gap increases which agrees
with the findings shown on Table 3.11. I have discussed in Section 2.7.2 in this volume that as the
current to be interrupted increases, the AMF contact area and/or the BA must also increase to prevent the plasma from the cathode spots from constricting and overheating the anode. Figure 2.89
also shows that as the contact gap increases the plasma plumes from the cathode spots also tend to
overlap. Eventually they will also form a region where the plasma is constricted which will overheat
the anode. Therefore, as vacuum interrupters are developed to interrupt higher currents and are
being developed for use at higher voltages, where larger gaps are required to withstand the higher
BIL voltages, the AMF contact has to be designed to reduce the effects of the plasma plume overlap.
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FIGURE 3.50

The calculated effect of the contact gap as a function of the coil radius.

Zhang et al. [147], Ryu et al. [148], Yao et al. [149] and Zhang et al. [150] have proposed the twolayer, three-arm coil design shown in Figure 3.51. The effect of the contact gap on the magnetic flux
for this contact design is shown in Figure 3.52 [149]. Zhang et al. [151] propose a 3/4-coil design (see
Figure 6.3), which also provides adequate field strengths at longer contact gaps.
As I have discussed in Section 2.4 in this volume, to be most effective the AMF must be greater
than a minimum value. In an ac circuit the sinusoidal current flowing in the coil structure behind the

FIGURE 3.51 The two-layer, three-arm coil proposed for high voltage and high current vacuum interrupters
[147−150].
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FIGURE 3.52 The magnetic flux as a function of contact gap for 100mm diameter, two-layer, three-arm
coil design [149].

contact face results in an AMF that also has a sinusoidal structure. This varying AMF will in turn
develop eddy currents in the contact structure’s face and the base (for cup-shaped designs). These eddy
currents produce a counter AMF that reduces the effect of the AMF from the coil structure behind the
contact and hence the AMF in the contact gap itself. A reduced AMF can hinder the development of
the fully diffuse, high-current, vacuum arc. In order to minimize the effects of eddy currents slots can
be cut into the face of the contacts. Figure 3.53 gives some examples. The eddy currents also change
Pad under contact to transfer
current from the coil to contact

(a) Short slots with
half-coil design

(d) Short slots with
quarter-coil design

(b) Long slots with
half-coil design

(e) Slots with sixcut cup design

(c) Long slots to direct current
flow with half-coil design

(f) Slots to direct current
with six-cut coil design

FIGURE 3.53 Examples of slots cut into the face of the vacuum interrupter’s contact to reduce the effects of
eddy currents in the AMF contact structure.
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the phase of the AMF with respect to the ac current by as much as 20o to 30o, see for example Figure
3.52. The maximum flux from the AMF does not occur at the maximum current through the contacts.
This is also an important design consideration during the opening of the contacts and the development
of the high current diffuse vacuum arc. This phase difference between the AMF and the ac current
results in a significant AMF across the open contacts when the ac current reaches zero.
The development of the AMF type of contact structure has been greatly assisted by the advent
of engineer friendly, three-dimension, finite element software and high-speed, high capability personal computers. Stoving et al. [152] give an excellent example of FEA analysis of a number of
AMF contact designs. This type of analysis has proven extremely useful in analyzing the effect of
current flow through the coil and contacts on the distribution of AMF across the face of the contact
[153]. It has also shown the advantage of placing slots in the contact face to alleviate the effects of
the eddy currents induced by the AMF; see, for example, Figure 3.54 [154]. FEA analysis, other
magnetic structure analysis and computer modelling are now the design tools used by all engineers
involved with advanced contact design for vacuum interrupters: see, for example [147–150]
The vacuum interrupter designer has limitations placed upon the contact design. First of all, there
is a cost constraint. As larger diameter ceramics are more expensive than ones of smaller diameter,
the contact diameter is usually restricted. That is, the contacts diameter must be optimized for a given
short circuit current interruption performance. Thus, the need to limit the vacuum interrupter’s diameter will be satisfied. Another complication in the design is the spacing between the contact and the
shield. In order to maintain the vacuum interrupter’s high voltage performance this spacing also has to
be optimized. Thus, it is possible, even if the AMF is high and the cathode spots spread out across the
cathode’s surface, the plumes above the cathode spots will begin to overlap if the current is high enough.
Schulman et al. [155] describe three vacuum arc modes in an AMF after the bridge column stage of the
opening contacts. These vacuum arc modes that depend upon the current and the contact’s diameter are:
1) The multi cathode spot vacuum arc: Here the cathode spots spread over the cathode surface with their associated plasma plumes. The space between the cathode spots is great
enough that their associated plasma plumes do not overlap. This results in a low level

No slots
2 short slots on contact & back of coil
4short slots on contact & 2 back of coil

120

2 long slots on contact & back of coil
Flux from coil alone

100
80
60
40

20
0
0

5

10

15

20

Distance from the center of the contact, mm

FIGURE 3.54 The effect of slots in the contact face and in the cup structure of the coil shown in Figure
3.42(a) on the magnetic flux in the center of the contact gap as a function of the radial distance from the center
of the contact [154].
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of light intensity from the inter-contact gap. As the cathode spots spread over the whole
cathode surface, there is a more or less uniform erosion rate of the cathode, which can be
measured as a (constant) gC−1. The anode remains a passive receiver of electrons.
2) The high current diffuse vacuum arc: Here the cathode spots still spread over the cathode’s
surface, but now there is overlapping of the plasma plumes and visible plasma now fills the
intercontact gap with a more or less uniform light intensity. The individual cathode spots
can still be observed, but the individual plasma plumes can no longer be resolved.
3) The high current diffuse column vacuum arc: Here there is a central plasma core in the
intercontact gap that joins cathode to anode. This plasma core is much brighter than the
cathode spots that can no longer be resolved. It is also much brighter than the peripheral
plasma that surrounds it. This diffuse column arc tends to constrict as it approaches the
anode. The plasma constriction at the anode can then develop an anode spot. This anode
spot reaches a high temperature which, in turn, releases metal vapor into the inter-contact
gap: see Sections 2.7.2 and 2.8 in this volume.
The current level, the contact diameter, the contact gap and the strength and structure of the AMF
generally determine these vacuum arc modes. Figure 3.55 shows a schematic of the local light intensity from the vacuum arc as the current increases. Chen et al. [156] present photographs of vacuum
arcs in an AMF that illustrate these effects nicely. Schulman et al. [155] have used observations of
such changes in the vacuum arc’s luminosity to develop the “Appearance Diagram” shown in Figure
3.56. Here the distinctive plasma core develops at 35kA. They also have developed an analysis based
upon Gundlach’s research (see Figure 2.83 and Equations (2.44) and (2.45) that, if the arc voltage,
Uarc, is greater than a value given by:

(

)

U arc iarc ( t ) , d ( t ) = a éë d ( t ) ùû ´ iarc ( t ) + b éë d ( t ) ùû

(3.29)

where Uarc as a function of time, t, is a function of iarc(t) and the contact gap d(t), a[d(t)] is a constant
that is a function of d(t) and b[d(t)] is a constant that includes a term for the increase in Uarc with arc
length d(t) ( b » Uarc[BA® 0, iarc ® 0])), then the vacuum arc would be in the diffuse column mode.
Matsui et al. [157] have explored the range of current and AMF where the diffuse column results in

FIGURE 3.55 Schematics (not to scale) of the intercontact plasma, showing the increasing luminosity and
the constriction to a bright diffuse plasma column as the arc current increases; contact gap about 8mm [155].
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FIGURE 3.57 The threshold anode melting current as a function of axial magnetic field for 22mm diameter
Cu–Cr contacts with a contact gap of 6mm [157].

anode melting. Figure 3.57 shows the range of currents above which anode melting occurs for 22mm
diameter Cu–Cr contacts with a 6mm contact gap. They establish an equation:
ith = 1.85 ´ ln ( BA ) - 1.6

(3.30)

where ith kA is the threshold current and BA mT is the magnetic field. Keidar et al. [158] have shown
that once Uarc of the diffuse column vacuum arc exceeds a given value, it is difficult for a cathode
spot to exist outside it. It is thus possible for the spread of the cathode spots from a high current
vacuum arc to be restricted to an area less than that of the total contact’s area even in the presence
of an AMF. At high currents, for a given contact diameter, the energy input into the cathode and the
anode will be mostly confined to the limited area. This can result in melting of the contact surfaces
and a potential limitation on the level of short circuit current that the vacuum interrupter containing
this contact can handle. Watanabe et al. [159] show for a Cu–Cr (50 wt.%) contact the anode reaches
a temperature of about 1750K at its current interruption limit. At this temperature the vapor density
of evaporated contact material reaches about 3 × 1020 atoms/m3 or a pressure of about 8 Pa. They
conclude that the density of metal vapor in the contact gap dominates the reignition of the vacuum
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arc after current zero. Niwa et al. [160] in a further investigation show that for Cu–Cr contacts with
an AMF the current interruption limit is reached when the temperature of the anode contact reaches
2000C to 2500C. They also show that as the Cu content of the Cu–Cr contacts increases, so the
contact’s current interruption ability also increases. They attributed this to the increased thermal
conductivity of the anode contact as its Cu content becomes greater. I will discuss this further in
Section 4.2.3 in this volume. Fortunately, the melting of the contact surfaces does not necessarily
result in an immediate failure to interrupt a circuit. Schellekens et al. [161] have studied contact
surfaces after the interruption of the high current diffuse column arc. They have shown that the flow
of molten metal over the contacts’ surfaces after arcing can help to distribute the heat energy more
efficiently and help to cool the contact surfaces more quickly, thus helping the dielectric recovery of
the contact gap. In spite of this, experienced vacuum interrupter designers know that a given contact
design will always have a limit in the level of current it can interrupt.
Since the performance of an AMF contact structure depends upon the spreading of the cathode
spots over that portion of the contact’s surface area that is equal to the internal diameter of the coil
structure, one would expect that the maximum current that can be interrupted imax (rms) is given by:
imax µ AB( z )or µ DB2 ( z )

(3.31)

where A B(z) is the area with diameter DB(z) of the contact surface through which the magnetic flux
passes. Figure 3.58 presents a set of data for an AMF contact structure similar to that shown in
Figure 3.42(a) (i.e., a ½–coil, 2-arm design with slots cut in the contact faces). The dependence of
imax (rms) is certainly not proportional to DB(z), Figure 3.58(a). It does appear, however, that it does
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FIGURE 3.58 An example of the interruption ability of an AMF contact structure with Cu–Cr contacts as a
function of DB(z) for a 38kV system voltage (a) Interruption current as f(contact diameter) (b) interruption data
from (a) as f(contact diameter)2 (c) interruption data from (a) as f(contact diameter)1.4.
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FIGURE 3.59 The contact surface area affected by the magnetic flux for a ½-coil design without and with
slots in the contact face [162].

2
satisfy Equation (3.31); i.e., there is dependence on DB(z)
, Figure 3.58(b). Del Rio et al. [162] show
in Figure 3.59 that the BA does not cover the whole contact face. Henon et al. [163] suggest that the
actual effective area on the contact’s surface is where B(z) ≥ 4mT.kA−1. They also show in their
study that:

imax µ D1B.(4z )

(3.32)

This dependence for the same set of data is shown in Figure 3.58(c). The scatter in the data is such
that both Equations (3.31) and (3.32) seem to be satisfied. Again, the interruption data in Figure 3.58
should not be considered the absolute interruption limit for AMF contacts. The ultimate limit will
depend upon many variables including; the exact composition of the contact material, the design
of the AMF structure and the internal geometry of the vacuum interrupter. These data show that
the contact diameter is an important design parameter. Its importance results from the greater area
available for the expansion of the cathode spots from the high current diffuse vacuum arc. The limit
on interruption comes when this area confines too high a density of cathode spots. When designing the AMF contact structure, the designer also needs to consider the required contact gap. The
strength of the AMF for a given contact structure is a function of the contact gap. Also, the expanding plasma plumes above the cathode spots have a greater opportunity to overlap as the contact gap
is increased. Now the AMF, BZ is a function of the contact gap d. Liu et al. [164] propose that the
maximum rms current, imax, that can be interrupted by a given AMF contact design can be given by:
imax = K * ´ DBa1( z ) ´ Bza2

(3.33)

They show that over the range of 45mm ≤ DB(z) ≤ 70mm and 3mm ≤ dz ≤ 15mm that:
imax = 3.079 ´ 10 -3 ´ DB2 ( z ) ´ Bz0.4

(3.34)

where BZ is the maximum AMF given in mT.kA−1. Again, the vacuum interrupter designer should
treat these data with care. Equations (3.33) and (3.34) seem to imply that for a given contact diameter the imax can be increased simply by the ever increasing Bz. It is certainly true that before the
high current vacuum arc can be fully diffuse, the Bz has to be greater than a critical value Bcrit as I
have already discussed in Section 2.7.2 in this volume. However, the density of cathode spots for a
given contact diameter certainly limits the overall current interruption performance of the contact
structure. Most AMF designs seem to show maximum values of Bz in the range 100mT to 400mT.
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In fact, Chaly et al. [165] show that increasing the AMF only appears to be effective for Bz values
of less than 400mT.
Because of the formation of the diffuse column vacuum arc, much effort has been applied to
develop contact geometries, which distribute or fragment the AMF. All of the practical contact
designs produce an AMF, which is nonuniform across the contact diameter and in the contact gap:
see, for example Wootten et al. [166]. Examples of the variation in magnetic field for different AMF
contact structures are shown in Figure 3.60. These variations of AMF across the face of the contact
in practical designs have an effect on the distribution of the cathode spots. Some researchers have
attempted to modify the contact structure and the resulting AMF to move the peak of the AMF from
the center of the contact to its periphery. One advantage of this is that the area A* of high B(z) is now
moved to an annulus with an inner radius of rI and an area given by:
rI = r - w

and

A* = p w ( 2 r - w )

(3.35)

where r is the contact radius and w is the annulus width. Indeed, it has been demonstrated by Chaly
et al. [167], using a “magnetic barrier” to shape the AMF distribution to that shown in Figure 3.61
does effectively distribute the cathode spots more uniformly across the cathode’s surface. They then
show that the anode erosion resulting from an 11kA arc using a similar AMF with a 30mm diameter
contact is much less pronounced than that obtained by using the profile shown in Figure 3.60(a).
This work, however, uses only limited values of current, AMF and contact diameter. Homma et al.
[168] propose such a design, which they call a SADE contact (self-arc diffusion by electrode). Their
patent [169] presents the details of the desired AMF: it must have its lowest value in the center of
the contact and have its highest value toward the contact’s edge. They use a value of BA in the center
of the contact that is 75–90% of the BU(min) value given by Gundlach for a given current (see Figure
2.83). The BA then gradually increases to the BU(min) value at a distance from the contact’s center of
between 20% and 40% of the contact’s radius. It then peaks to values between 1.4 to 2.4 times BU(min)

(a)

(b)

Bz

Bz

(c)

(d)

Bz

Bz

Contact diameter

Contact diameter

FIGURE 3.60 Examples of the variations of magnetic flux across the diameter of the contact gap, (a) the
unipolar structure, Figure 3.42(a), (b) the horseshoe structure, Figure 3.48, (c) the bipolar structure, Figure
3.44 and (d) the structure shown in Figure 3.45(a).
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at 70 to 100% of the contact’s radius. Figure 3.62 taken from [169] gives a representative example of
the profile of the BA as a function of the contact’s radius. One way of achieving such an AMF profile
is shown in Figure 3.63. Here horseshoe steel plates are placed around the support posts between the
field coil and the contact itself. Current passing through the support posts induces a magnetic flux
through the steel. If the contact gap is chosen judiciously, the magnetic flux can be forced to cross
the contact gap, giving rise to an enhanced AMF at the contact’s edge. This is similar to the principle of the horseshoe contact described earlier, Figure 3.48. The major problem with this design is
that in spite of the publications citing its virtues, there is very little real data on its practical design or
of its actual performance in a power circuit. Thus, it is difficult to evaluate whether or not this contact does indeed perform in a manner superior to other AMF contacts. Experiments by Shkol’nik et
al. [170] do seem to show that there is some advantage in using such AMF structures. Here the interruption data, however, should be judged warily, because they open their contacts with a low current
and allow the cathode spots to spread over their contacts before applying the full current pulse. In
doing so, their contacts do not experience the full effect of the formation of the high current diffuse
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FIGURE 3.63
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An example of a possible SADE contact structure [169].

vacuum arc while the contacts are opening. There have been other proposals to produce a more
complex AMF pattern. One of these is an extension of the original horseshoe contact [171]. Here
the horseshoe pieces themselves are cut in half to produce an AMF that crosses the contact faces
four times; making it a quadrapole design. Fink et al. [172] have developed a similar design. They
claim that their horseshoe quadrapole deign can interrupt 63kA. It is also possible to cut slots into
the contact faces to direct the current flow in the contact itself, which can also be used to enhance
AMF peaks; see Figure 3.53(c) and (f). Other designs have used magnetic materials inside the cup
behind the contact face in order to shape the AMF (e.g. [173]). Examples are by Shi et al. [174, 175]
are given in Figure 3.64. Liu et al. [176] show a variation of Figure 3.64(a) with rectangular plates

FIGURE 3.64 The use of magnetic materials inside a cup-shaped magnetic field structure to shape the AMF
in the gap between the contacts [174, 175].
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in place of the cylinders. They claim that the addition of the plates increases the BA by as much as
125% over the design without plates for the contact diameter and contact gap they used. Zheng et al.
[177] show the effect of placing an iron ring inside the cup AMF design: See Figure 3.65. At a 2mm
contact gap the effect of the iron ring is much greater than at 10mm. At 2mm, however, the vacuum
arc is developing into the fully diffuse form from the transition vacuum arc, see Section 2.7.2 in this
volume. Therefore, the AMF structure formed with the iron ring would greatly assist the cathode
spots to distribute to the outer periphery of the cathodes surface. Even though the outer edge of the
AMF decreases as the contacts open, I would expect that the AMF would maintain the cathode
spots in their widely dispersed pattern. Niwa et al. [178] also claim that a split iron ring placed inside
the cup AMF design effectively produces a more uniform AMF across the contact gap. Liu at al.
[179] have analyzed the iron plate structure shown in Figure 3.64(b). They show that the AMF is not
greatly affected by the number of slots in the iron plate, its inner radius, its outer radius, its height
and its thickness. Kulkani et al. [180] orientated the two contact structures with the ½-coil, two-arm
design by 90° with respect to each other: see Figure 3.66. They show that the 90° orientation gives
a more uniform BA across the face of the contacts. This results in less severe erosion of the contacts
after interrupting high currents.
It has been claimed that the bipolar designs and quadrapolar designs discussed above also fragment the magnetic field and split the plasma up across the contacts. Indeed, photographs of vacuum
arcs between these contact structures [133, 134, 172] have shown multiple concentrated arc regions
operating in parallel. Within each of these regions the vacuum arc mode is that of the diffuse

With iron ring inside cup

500

No iron ring inside cup

400

2mm contact gap

300
200
100
0
-24

10mm contact gap

-16
-8
0
8
16
Distance from the contact center, mm

24

FIGURE 3.65 Comparison of the AMF for a six-cut, 48mm diameter, cup AMF contact with and without an
iron ring inside the cup for a 2mm and a 10mm contact gap and a current of 20kA (rms) [177].

FIGURE 3.66 The orientation of the two AMF contacts 90˚ to each other [180].
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vacuum arc. If, however, the arc is restricted to one segment (i.e. at the position of the initial bridge
column arc), then an intense diffuse column will develop in that quadrant with a resulting overheating, perhaps gross melting of the contacts and the potential for the vacuum interrupter to fail
to interrupt the circuit current. The effect of limited arc structure is well illustrated in Figure 4 of
reference [134]. Here the erosion pattern for a bipolar magnetic field contact clearly shows that the
vacuum arc is confined to only one portion of the contact. There is also some indication that the
lower AMF, for a given current, produced by the quadrapole structure results in more constriction
of the plasma towards the anode and a lowering of its current interruption ability [181]. Both the
coil and cup AMF designs are usually manufactured from OFHC copper. After manufacture these
structures will have been annealed and can easily be deformed. It is therefore necessary to braze
a support structure inside these designs. This structure will prevent the AMF structures from collapsing or from expanding if the contact faces weld. Li et al. [182] show that a stainless-steel support does not affect the distribution of the original magnetic flux. A novel interrupter design first
described by Reese [183] and developed by Alferov [184] is the multiple rod structure shown in
Figure 3.67(a). A high-current diffuse arc forms between the metal rods during interruption of high
currents. A triggered version of this design illustrated in Figure 3.67(b) by Wang et al. [185] showed
the potential to interrupt 100kA. Lamara et al. [186] propose other designs using a combination
of AMF and TMF structures, which separate the normal current conduction and the high-current
interruption functions.
It is obvious from the technical literature that each of the vacuum interrupter manufacturers is
actively developing their new generation of AMF contact designs. Certainly, the AMF modification
ideas I have discussed above present intriguing possibilities that could lead to improved vacuum
interrupter performance. The continued search for the optimum Cu–Cr composition or even multiple compositions across the contact’s face [187] may also enhance the vacuum interrupter’s performance. As vacuum interrupters are designed for sub-transmission and transmission voltages; i.e.,
72kV to 242kV, the contact gaps will necessarily become much greater. This will place a greater

FIGURE 3.67 The rod vacuum interrupter structure [183,185].
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burden on the vacuum interrupter designer to maintain the AMF at a value greater than Bcriit. Xui et
al. [188] Zhang et al. [151] and Yao et al. [149] present examples of a double coil design to achieve
this at large contact gaps. The challenge will be to limit the contact structure’s impedance to an
acceptable level. As I will discuss in Chapter 6 in this volume, the vacuum interrupter placed in
a vacuum circuit breaker does not open as soon as a fault or short circuit current occurs. There is
a delay that results from the mechanism itself and from the need for coordination with the other
protection devices in the electrical system. This delay allows time for the AMF to be somewhat out
of phase with the fault current. Thus, in a practical situation the maximum AMF will never occur at
the maximum current flowing through the vacuum arc and there will be a nontrivial AMF present
at current zero. At present, there is no consensus on the best contact design or even the best contact
material structure. Each proponent for a particular position has presented limited experimental data
to support their claim for superiority. Meanwhile the AMF contact designs presently in production continue to be successfully and economically applied in the widest range of circuit switching
applications.

3.3.5 Summary
The three types of vacuum interrupter contact structure have each found its application in practical
vacuum interrupter design. The answer to the obvious question, “Which is the best design?” brings
the obvious answer, “It all depends upon the application!” The butt contact structure is the easiest
to manufacture, but can only really be used effectively for those applications where the vacuum arc
is in the diffuse mode. Of course, if you can pass a certification test at higher currents using a butt
contact, then it can be used. You do see in some manufacturers’ literature an offering of vacuum
interrupters with a butt contact for interruption of currents greater than 10 kA. While this is possible, it is not the best contact structure to use for this level of fault current.
Most manufacturers of power vacuum interrupters offer vacuum interrupter designs that use
TMF or AMF contacts for interrupting currents greater than about 10 kA. There are many claims
in the technical and commercial literature that the TMF contact structure is superior to the AMF
structure and vice versa. For example, Renz [189] states that to interrupt fault currents greater than
31.5kA, the AMF contact is preferred. Since TMF contacts are routinely used in vacuum generator
circuit breakers with interrupting ability up to 80kA, his conclusion is contradicted by practical
experience. Indeed, Gentsch et al. [190] have shown that both TMF and AMF contact structures
distribute the arc energy from a 30kA (rms) vacuum arc into the contacts’ surfaces very effectively.
Interestingly they also show that a surface melted layer of between 100µm and 150µm is similar for
both contact structures and is similar to that shown in Figure 3.6.
Table 3.12 presents my qualitative assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of the two
structures. For ac circuits up to and including 27 kV, the TMF contact performs with true reliability.
At higher voltages, equal to and greater than 36 kV, the AMF contact has been shown to be superior.
Although 36kV vacuum interrupters using both the spiral and contrate cup TMF designs have satisfied certification tests. At lower ac circuit voltages, the only real advantage of the AMF contact over
the TMF design for distribution circuits less than 27kV is its lower erosion rate when interrupting
high short circuit currents. For the very few practical applications where this is necessary, the AMF
structure would be essential.

3.4 OTHER VACUUM INTERRUPTER DESIGN FEATURES
3.4.1 The Insulating Body
Two materials have been successfully used commercially for the vacuum interrupter’s body: (a) a
glass cylinder; and (b) a high alumina content porcelain ceramic. Another material that has been
proposed by Parashar et al. [191] is a glass-ceramic envelope. It is the ceramic envelope that has
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TABLE 3.12
A Qualitative Comparison for the Performance of TMF and AMF Contact Structures
Contact
Structure

Advantages

Disadvantages

TMF

• Smaller diameter for a given short circuit current at
12kV−24kV
• Good for very long arcing times i.e. low frequency
and generator breaker applications
• Good for high voltage up to 27kV, but some success
has been achieved at 36–38kV especially with the
cup design
• Higher arc voltages during short circuit arcing
(generator switching applications)
• Adequate high current arc erosion endurance
• Lower cost vacuum interrupter

• Not recommended for high voltage circuits
> 38kV
• Lower high current arc erosion endurance

AMF

• Excellent high current arc erosion endurance
• Good high voltage performance up to 170kV
• Required for long contact gaps used for high voltage
performance ( 20–25mm for 250kV, BIL; 30–40mm
for 350kV, BIL; and 60–80mm for 500–650kV, BIL)

• Requires bigger diameter contacts and
larger diameter vacuum interrupters
• Higher cost vacuum interrupters
• More complicated contact structure
• Higher closed contact impedance
• Long arcing times result in more severe
contact melting
• Lower arc voltage (not recommended for
generator breaker applications)

emerged since the late 1960s, as the dominant material for commercial vacuum interrupters. The
reasons for this are:
1. It permits a much higher temperature to be used during the vacuum processing
2. It allows the use of a vacuum furnace exhaust and braze operation for batch vacuum interrupter production
3. With modern metallization techniques, it is easy to form very long-life vacuum tight braze
seals with the metal components of the vacuum interrupter
4. The long-term permeation of He through the envelope is prevented and the permeation of
H2 is limited
5. Its use results in a robust vacuum interrupter structure that does not require delicate
handling
Typical vacuum interrupter ceramics are cylinders manufactured from a mixture of alumina (about
94 wt%) and silica (about 6 wt%). The cylinders are formed in a “green” state from a paste of this
mixture. They are then placed in an air furnace where they are fired at a high temperature. The
resulting ceramic cylinder is ideal for the application, because of its mechanical strength, its low
porosity, its low out-gassing, its ability to form vacuum-tight seals, and its excellent high voltage
withstand characteristics. The finished ceramic cylinder is then usually coated with a glaze material and refired. The glazed surface permits easy handling and greatly facilitates the final cleaning
of the finished vacuum interrupter product. In order to form a vacuum tight seal with the vacuum
interrupter’s metallic end cups, the end surfaces of the ceramics must first be metallized. This will
then allow the metal end cap to be brazed to the ceramic with a hermetic, vacuum tight joint.
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The metallization is a two-step process [192]. The ends of the ceramic are ground to a certain
level of roughness. A paste of Mo–Mn (~ 10 wt%) with some SiO2 particles in an organic binder is
applied to these surfaces. This layer is dried in a hot air furnace. The ceramic is then placed in a
furnace with a cracked ammonia atmosphere (a nitrogen–hydrogen gas with a well-controlled dew
point). It is important to minimize the relative humidity, because water vapor can affect the high
voltage withstand ability of the ceramic [193]. This firing removes the organic binder and allows the
Mn to migrate into the body of the ceramic. Once there, it lowers the melting point of the small percentage of SiO2 that resides in-between the alumna grains. The spaces between the comparatively
small particles of Mo draw this molten glass into the body of the metallization through capillary
action. When the ceramic is cooled, the glass solidifies and the Mo layer is tightly bonded to it. As
a final step, the metallized layer is plated with Ni. It is now possible to braze metal parts to the ends
of the ceramic cylinder and form vacuum tight seals; see Figure 3.68. I will briefly discuss this in
Section 3.5, when I describe the manufacturing sequence.
The metallization process has proved to be highly successful and has allowed the production of
vacuum interrupters that satisfy the “sealed for life” concept. The metallization does, however, add
considerable cost to the production of the ceramic envelope: perhaps an increase of 15% to 40%,
depending upon the ceramic’s diameter. This has led to research on ways to braze the metal parts to
the ceramic directly using a so-called “active braze” material. For example, this will permit the end
caps of the vacuum interrupter to be sealed to the ceramic during the final exhaust and braze cycle
(see Section 3.5.2) without the need for the Mo–Ni metallization layer. The braze alloy that shows
some promise to do this is made from a mixture of Ag, Cu, and Ti. This material can be produced in
the form of a solid foil and also in the form of a paste. The composition is Ag-rich, but depends upon
manufacturer: e.g. Ag (~ 60 to 70 wt.%), Cu (~ 30 to 40 wt.%) and Ti (~ 1 to 3 wt.%). When melted
(at about 800C) the Cu and Ti form a thin Cu–Ti–O layer close to the Al2O3 ceramic and which
bonds to it. Above this thin layer there is a thicker layer of mixed Ag–Ti and Cu–Ti. Finally, there is
an Ag–Cu layer that bonds to the metal part. Whether or not this active braze material can be incorporated into the manufacture of reliable vacuum interrupters remains to be seen. It is an interesting
concept, but as of 2020 it has not been used in the production of commercial vacuum interrupters.

FIGURE 3.68

The metallization process to permit brazing of the metal end caps to the ceramic cylinders.
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3.4.2 The Shield
As I have presented in Section 1.4.1 in this volume, the shield is an essential component of the
vacuum interrupter’s design. It has multiple purposes:
1. To capture metal vapor from the vacuum arc and thus maintain the internal insulation of
the ceramic cylinders
2. To shape the voltage distribution inside and outside the VI and to maintain this distribution
throughout the vacuum interrupter’s life
3. To protect the ceramic from the radiation and thermal energy produced by the vacuum arc.
In extreme cases, to protect the ceramic from direct contact with the high current, columnar, vacuum arc
The shield is either electrically floating (i.e., it is not attached to either end of the vacuum interrupter,
see Figure 3.69(a) [194]) or it is fixed (i.e., it is attached to one end of the vacuum interrupter, usually the end with the fixed terminal, see Figure 3.69(b)). Figure 3.70 shows four possible methods of
attachment for the floating shield inside the ceramic cylinder. Figure 3.70(a) shows a flange attached
to the shield, sandwiched between two ceramics and brazed in place during the manufacture of the
vacuum interrupter. Second, Figure 3.70(b) [195] shows a flange attached to the shield captured in
a groove in the ceramic’s inner wall. Third, Figure 3.70(c) [196] shows the shield supported on a
raised portion in the ceramic’s inner wall. This can be achieved in a number of ways: e.g., it can be
done by using a two-piece shield, or it can be done by shaping a soft metal-like Cu over the raised
portion in the ceramic once the shield is in place. Some manufacturers even metallize the raised
portion so that they can braze the shield to it. A fourth method is to make the floating shield part of
the vacuum interrupter’s envelope. I will call this a “belly-band” vacuum interrupter. An example is
shown in Figure 3.70(d). This shield is manufactured from oxygen-free Cu.
Most manufacturers use stainless-steel or oxygen-free Cu for the shield material. Stainless steel
is a very good high voltage material, but is unforgiving if exposed to too much energy from the high
current vacuum arc. Copper has very good heat sinking properties and resists the effects of the high
current vacuum arc better than does stainless steel. Stainless-steel has a low thermal conductivity

FIGURE 3.69 The floating shield and the fixed shield vacuum interrupters.
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FIGURE 3.70 Examples of attaching the floating shield to the ceramic cylinders [194, 195, 196].

and is therefore not able to dissipate the thermal energy from the high current vacuum arc as well
as Cu. It thus will form “hot spots” that will melt the material and even create holes in the shield.
Stainless-steel shields are more commonly used with AMF contacts where the vacuum arc tends to
be confined to a region between the contacts.
Shield designs have been proposed with a Cu center portion facing the vacuum arc and stainlesssteel end curls for high voltage withstand [197]. Some manufacturers use cylinders of Cu–Cr as a
shield material with stainless-steel end curls [198]. The Cu–Cr material also resists the effects of the
high current vacuum arc, but is expensive to manufacture. Falkingham has even proposed using the
ceramic itself as the shield [199]. Figure 3.71 shows one way of achieving this. The exposed ceramic
opposite the contacts gradually becomes coated with metal from the vacuum arc, but the internal
high voltage withstand ability is maintained from the protection provided by the pocket regions
shown in Figure 3.71. This concept, although interesting, has found only limited use.
The other shielding required in the vacuum interrupter are the end shields. These are shown
schematically in Figure 3.72. They are positioned to produce a low field or even a field free region
at the triple junction of the end plate, the ceramic and the vacuum. The need for shielding the triple
junctions has been presented by Del Rio Etaya [200] and Venna et al. [201]. The design considerations for the end shields with respect to the center shield has been discussed in Section 1.4.1 and
Figure 1.108 in this volume.
The floating shield is incorporated in vacuum interrupters used in circuits with a voltage of 12kV
or higher. The fixed shield design is usually used on vacuum interrupters for circuits at or below
7.2kV. There are some uses of the fixed shield vacuum interrupter at 12kV/15kV that can be used
for interruption conditions that do not have to experience excessive recovery voltages or where the
manufacturer wishes to use an external coil to supply an axial magnetic field [126, 127]. By using
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FIGURE 3.71 An example of using the ceramic as the vacuum interrupter’s chamber and shield [199].

FIGURE 3.72 The end shields that provide low field or field free regions at the vacuum interrupter’s triple
junctions.
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250kV [203].
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A schematic example of a three-shield vacuum interrupter for BIL voltages greater than

a floating shield, it is possible to design vacuum interrupters with BIL requirements for circuit
voltages up to 170kV [148, 202]. In order to distribute the voltage gradient more evenly across the
exterior of the ceramic envelope, three floating shields have been suggested [203–206], see Figure
3.73. It is possible, however, to design vacuum interrupters with a single floating shield for voltages
72kV and 145kV [202]

3.4.3 The Bellows
The bellows permits the motion of the moving contact while maintaining a vacuum tight seal. The
bellows is made from stainless steel and usually has a thickness of about 150µm. Three styles of
bellows have been successfully applied in vacuum interrupter design:
(1) Seamless – hydro-formed bellows
(2) Seam-welded – hydro-formed bellows
(3) Bellows manufactured from edge welded, thin stainless steel, washers
General and detailed information on bellows design and performance can be found in the EJMA
Standards [207]. As can be seen from Figure 3.2, one end of the bellows is fixed, being brazed to
the end plate of the vacuum interrupter. The other end is brazed to the moving terminal and moves
with that terminal as the contacts are opened and closed. In a vacuum interrupter the bellows is
subjected to an impulsive motion as the contacts are made to open and close: the opening speed of
the moving contact can go from zero ms−1 to as much as 2 ms−1 in a time of less than 100µs. At the
end of the contact stroke, the moving end of the bellows suddenly stops. It also comes to a sudden
stop when the contacts close. For some duty cycles, this open and close operation can occur many
times, but in others it will occur only on rare occasions. The motion imparted to the bellows is thus
anything but uniform and it is quite possible for the bellows to oscillate many times during one open
or one close operation. For those readers interested in an analysis of this bellows motion, Barkan
[208] has developed a general analytical approach for determining the dynamic stresses that can be
experienced by a bellows operating under impulsive motion.
Most vacuum interrupter manufacturers purchase their bellows from reputable bellows manufacturers and work with them to obtain the required bellows life. This is usually done by building the
bellows into a practical vacuum interrupter and performing a mechanical life test on a statistically
significant number of vacuum interrupter samples. A specified mechanical life can then be assigned
to the vacuum interrupter with that bellows by using the Weibull analysis described in Section 1.3.1
in this volume. Usually the limit of a vacuum interrupter’s mechanical life is the number of operations the bellows can perform before it experiences fatigue failure. When mechanically testing a
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vacuum interrupter, care must be taken to stress the bellows at the operating parameters it will be
exposed to in a switching device, i.e., its total travel (operating gap, plus over travel, see Chapter
6), its maximum opening speed, its maximum closing speed and the effects of acceleration and
deceleration. The reason a bellows must be tested within the vacuum interrupter is to ensure that it
has experienced all the manufacturing steps that the finished device will see. For example, it should
experience all the heating and cooling cycles needed to manufacture the vacuum interrupter (see
Section 3.5). These will necessarily anneal the metal that forms the bellows and thus change its
granular microstructure, which will in turn affect its performance characteristics.
The mechanical life of a particular bellows depends not only upon the above operating parameters,
but also upon its own physical parameters, i.e., the type of stainless steel, its length, diameter, thickness, the number of convolutions and how quickly it damps its motion once the contact ceases to move.
It is possible to design bellows that will perform reliably for the normal 30,000 operations required for
most vacuum circuit breakers and vacuum reclosers, and in excess of 106 operations required for vacuum contactors. While vacuum interrupter manufacturers have been diligent in designing their vacuum
interrupters to meet the specified mechanical life of the various switching devices, most of the vacuum
interrupters never see their stated mechanical life when placed in the field.
The vacuum interrupter designer has to be careful that the user cannot twist the bellows when the
vacuum interrupter is placed into a mechanism. The mechanical life of a twisted bellows is severely
reduced; it can be less than 1% of its design life. The torque that can be applied to the thin walled
bellows used in a vacuum interrupter before it is permanently twisted is quite low, perhaps about
8.5–11.5mN. In order to prevent the bellows from becoming twisted the designer must place an
antitwisting bushing into it. This bushing can be locked in place by a suitable attachment to the end
plate of the interrupter. The inner surface of the bushing is shaped or has a key-way that prevents
any rotation of the moving, Cu terminal that is attached to the bellows; see Figure 3.74. The bushing
material can be metal or it can be a plastic material such as Nylatron. Care must be exercised when
using plastic materials such as Nylatron and Valox. These materials can only be used in applications

FIGURE 3.74 Examples of antitwist bushings to protect the bellows from damage.
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FIGURE 3.75 An example of a long bellows with pads that ride on the Cu terminal to prevent the bellows
from sagging or squirming [210].

where there is a limit to the maximum permissible temperature the bushing material will experience
(i.e., the temperature at which the tensional strength will be reduced to 50% after 100,000 hours).
For Nylatron, this will occur at about 125°C (it does, however withstand a higher temperature for
short periods without deformation, because of its glass fibre content); for Valox DR48 it occurs at
about 140°C. There are other higher temperature and more expensive plastics such as “Ultem 2310
R.” For this material the maximum permissible temperature is about 180°C, but this temperature
can be exceeded for a short time (about 1 hour) without serious deformation occurring.
For vacuum interrupters that are used at higher circuit voltages longer strokes are required, e.g.,
at 72kV and 126kV strokes of about 40mm and 60mm respectively. To achieve this stroke the bellows must become correspondingly longer. A very long bellows will not close and open uniformly,
but will squirm as it moves: See Sallappan et al. [209]. The squirm is caused by the circumferential
membrane stress placed on the bellows by the opening and closing of the vacuum interrupter. When
it does this the inner convolutions may well rub against the Cu terminal. This can result in considerable reduction to the bellows’ life. In order to prevent this, bellows have been developed with
internal pads that ride along the Cu terminals; an example is shown in Figure 3.75. Tsutsumi et al.
[210] have used bellows of this type for strokes up to 60mm.

3.5 VACUUM INTERRUPTER MANUFACTURE
3.5.1 Assembly
The earliest manufacturing technique developed by the General Electric Corporation (GE) for power
vacuum interrupters for circuit breaker use is well described by Lafferty [211] and Greenwood [212].
Initially, subassemblies of the fixed end and the moving end are brazed in a hydrogen furnace. These
ends, the shield, and the insulating outer cylinder are then assembled and placed in a hydrogen furnace. The finished vacuum interrupter would have a tube attached to one of its end plates. This tube
is attached to a vacuum system and the vacuum is then created inside the vacuum interrupter. The
temperature of the vacuum interrupter is usually elevated to about 400˚C while it is being pumped.
Once a suitable vacuum level is achieved inside the vacuum interrupter the tubulation is sealed.
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In the early days of power, vacuum interrupter development number of corporations such as Siemens
and Toshiba copied variations of GE manufacturing system. However, it has been almost universally
replaced by the process of batch vacuum evacuation and brazing in a large vacuum furnace originally developed by the Westinghouse Corporation in the late 1960s [213]. Using this manufacturing technique, the vacuum furnace reaches a temperature in excess of 800˚C in order to melt the
Ag–Cu brazing material that finally seals the vacuum interrupter. This high temperature results in
the greater removal of adsorbed gases on the vacuum interrupter’s internal surfaces and creates a
better-quality vacuum.
One of the most important considerations in the manufacture of the vacuum interrupter is the
necessity for extreme cleanliness of the individual parts that go into the finished product. For example, as I have already discussed in Chapter 1 in this volume, particles inside the vacuum interrupter
can affect the internal high voltage withstand. Residual deposits of grease, fingerprints, and atmospheric contamination can all result in unsatisfactory braze joints, a poor vacuum or in very long
pumping times. Thus, the Cu terminals, the shields, the end plates, the bellows, and the ceramics
themselves all must be thoroughly cleaned before they are assembled into a vacuum interrupter.
Furthermore, once they have been cleaned, they should be assembled into a vacuum interrupter
as soon as possible. If they have to be stored, then this should be done in an environmentally controlled, clean ambient. There is no universal cleaning technique performed by all vacuum interrupter manufacturers. A good overview of cleaning technologies can be found in Cline’s book [214].
Cleaning techniques that are used include: aqueous cleaning, bright dipping Cu in an acid solution,
electropolishing (mostly of stainless steel and Cu parts), ultrasonic cleaning in a liquid bath (Freon,
alcohol, TCE, and even deionized water are being used). Once the parts have been cleaned, they
must never again be touched by a bare hand.
All the assembly stages of the vacuum interrupter are performed in a clean room [215]. This
room is not only environmentally controlled for temperature and humidity, but is also controlled for
the particulate make-up of the ambient air. Figure 3.76 illustrates a typical clean room structure for
manufacturing vacuum interrupters. Clean rooms are given a classification according to the Federal
Standard 209; see Table 3.13. For vacuum interrupter assembly, most manufacturers like to claim
their clean room is Class 1000, but in reality, at the work bench the Class is somewhere between
Class 1000 and Class10,000. Since 1970 this has proved to be a quite satisfactory level for the

FIGURE 3.76 The clean room for manufacturing vacuum interrupters.
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TABLE 3.13
Clean Room Classifications
Clean–Room Class
1
10
100

Number of Particles (≥ 0.5µm)
per Cubic Foot (~ 0.028 m3)
1
10
100

1,000

1,000

10,000

10,000

100,000

100,000

Typical Tasks
Integrated circuits with submicron geometries
Integrated circuits with line widths 1µm < w< 2µm
Manufacture of bacteria: particulate free injectable
medicines; integrated circuit manufacture; transplant
operations
High-quality optical equipment; precision gyroscopes;
miniature bearings and vacuum interrupter manufacture
Vacuum interrupter manufacture; precision hydraulic
equipment; high-grade gearing
General optical work; assembly of electronic equipment;
hydraulic and pneumatic equipment assembly

manufacture of high-quality vacuum interrupters. One of the reasons for the lowering of the cleanroom class is the introduction of particulates by the workforce that has to assemble the vacuum
interrupters and by the general activity of manufacturing; see Figure 3.77. Table 3.14 presents some
examples of how this activity can affect the clean room ambient. In the typical vacuum interrupter
assembly clean room, the personnel are required to wear special clean room smocks, caps, boots
and gloves. Some manufacturers also require the use of facemasks that cover the mouth and nose;
this in my experience is somewhat overly cautious.
There are two assembly techniques. The first is to manufacture the sub-assemblies in a vacuum
or hydrogen furnace and then assemble the complete vacuum interrupter for brazing and sealing
in a vacuum furnace. Naik [216] gives an excellent introduction to vacuum technology including
vacuum pumping, vacuum furnaces, cleaning, vacuum brazing, etc. The second is to do the whole
assembly in one step. There are, of course, variations of these assembly techniques where parts
of the fixed and moving ends are put together (for example, the terminal and the contact), and
then the whole vacuum interrupter is assembled. Figure 3.78 shows examples of the fixed contact

FIGURE 3.77

Activities that can reduce the clean-room classification.
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TABLE 3.14
The Effect of Activity in a Clean Room
Activity
Personnel Movement
Three of four people in one location
Normal walking
Sitting quietly
Personnel Protective Clothing
Brushing sleeves
Stamping on floor with protective shoe covering
Removing handkerchief from pocket
Personnel–Other
Breath of a smoker
Sneezing
Rubbing skin on hands or face
Other Sources of Particles
Rubbing painted surfaces
Sliding metal surfaces (nonlubricated)
Crumpling paper
Tightening screws and/or bolts
Writing with a ballpoint pen on paper
Handling passivated metals
Rubbing skin

Times increase over the ambient
particle levels (0.2 µm to 50 µm)
1.5 to 3
1.2 to 2
1 to 1.2
1.5 to 3
1.5 to 3
3 to 10
2 to 5
5 to 20
1 to 2
Typical Particle Size
90 µm
75 µm
65 µm
30 µm
20 µm
10 µm
4 µm

sub-assembly and the moving contact subassembly. These are placed on plates and loaded into a
vacuum furnace or into a hydrogen furnace. Once established inside the furnace, internal heaters
begin to raise the temperature of the assemblies. This temperature is continually raised until the
braze material placed between the components melts [217]. The furnace temperature is then lowered until the furnace cools to room temperature. The rate of temperature increase and the rate of
cooling are usually a closely guarded manufacturing secret: each manufacturer determines it from
experience. It is affected by the out-gassing rate of the components, the braze material’s melting

FIGURE 3.78

The fixed and movable subassemblies.
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temperature and the necessity to ensure that all the components reach the final temperature at the
same time. The subassemblies are then leak checked with a helium leak checker [218, 219] that can
detect leaks down to about 3 × 10 −11 standard cubic centimeters per second.
The final assembly is shown schematically in Figure 3.79. Here the sub-assemblies, the shield, and the
ceramics are placed together with a suitable braze material between them. The final assembly requires
either self-alignment of the components or external fixturing. Individual manufacturers have developed
fixturing schemes best suited to their manufacturing production. The braze material most used is a
Ag–Cu(28wt.%), which has a liquidus temperature of 779C. Hilderbrandt et al. [220] have developed a
Cu–Ag(40(wt.%)–Ga(10wt.%) braze material whose solidus temperature is 726˚C and its solidus temperature is 831˚C. They show that this material wets stainless steel and forms a good vacuum seal
between it and the ceramic body. It also has a cost advantage over the Ag–Cu braze material, because
it uses less Ag. The braze material chosen for the final assembly should have a melting temperature that
is lower than that used in the sub-assembly manufacture. During the final assembly a non-evaporable
getter (NEG) [221] is attached to a suitable surface inside the vacuum interrupter. This surface is chosen
to be as far away as possible from the contacts and the vacuum arc that forms when the contacts part.

FIGURE 3.79

The final assembly.
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Thus, the NEG is usually found somewhere in the vicinity of an end plate or seal cup. The purpose of
the NEG is to provide a continuous pumping of a low level of H2; hydrogen being the only gas that readily diffuses through the ceramic and metal walls of the vacuum interrupter. The H2 is not only available
from the ambient atmosphere, but is also available from the dissociation of H2O molecules. This can
occur in the presence of an active metal such as Cu or Ag when it oxidizes and leaves hydrogen close to
the vacuum interrupter’s surface. The getter also adsorbs nitrogen. Nitrogen and hydrogen can also be
released by the out-gassing of the internal components inside the vacuum interrupter once it has been
sealed. Hydrogen can also result from the dissociation of CxHy, a residual gas frequently observed inside
sealed vacuum interrupters. The CxHy will be dissociated in the vacuum arc releasing the H2. The NEG
is a deposit of a material such as Zr–Al, Zr–V or Zr–V–Fe onto a strip of stainless steel. A deposit in a
powdered form can have a large surface area as a result of many internal paths and voids to which the
gettered gas can attach. Actual surface areas as high as 70–100 cm2 of deposited area can be achieved.
Getters must be activated at an elevated temperature. Care must be taken not to activate them before a
good vacuum is achieved inside the vacuum interrupter. If they are heated in the presence of even a few
millibars of nitrogen, they will lose some of their gettering capability.
The final assemblies are placed on a furnace plate and loaded into the vacuum furnace, see Figure
3.80. Once they have been loaded, the furnace is pumped down to a pressure below 10 −4 Pa. The

FIGURE 3.80 A batch of final assemblies being loaded into a vacuum furnace (courtesy of Eaton
Corporation).
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FIGURE 3.81 An example of a vacuum furnace temperature – time ramp for the final vacuum bake and seal
of vacuum interrupter batch.

internal heaters are placed close to the polished faces of the furnace in order to reflect the radiation.
The temperature of the furnace and of the assemblies is raised at a specific rate. Figure 3.81 gives a
schematic example of a furnace temperature/time cycle. The plateaus in this example are required
for temperature regimes where copious out-gassing may occur as well as to allow time for the entire
vacuum interrupter batch to reach a given temperature. The total time of each brazing cycle depends
upon the load size, the out-gassing rates, and the braze material’s melting temperature.
When loading the vacuum furnace, it is important to ensure that all the assembled vacuum interrupters reach the final temperature at the same time. Aranaga et al. [222] have demonstrated that it
is possible to simulate the heating cycle for a sample vacuum interrupter load and show correspondence to the measured temperatures for an actual furnace load. Figure 3.82 shows their measured
and simulated temperature rise as a function of time compared to the profile set by the furnace
operator. The simulation and the measured temperature give lower values up to about 400˚C, but

Set temperature profile
Average temperature
from simulation
Average measured
temperature

1000

750

500

250

0

0

250

500
Time, min

750

1000

FIGURE 3.82 A Comparison of the set temperature profile, the simulation profile, and the measured profile
as a function of time [222]
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FIGURE 3.83 An example of the gas species from a vacuum interrupter as a function of temperature inside
a vacuum furnace [223].

then follow the set profile until at the braze temperature they are all the same. This model provides
a useful tool for optimizing loading of the vacuum furnace. Figure 3.83 gives one example of the
gaseous species detected from a vacuum interrupter as the temperature is raised [223]. The temperature is increased to the melting point of the braze material (e.g., if it is Ag–Cu, the final temperature
greater than 279˚C). Once the braze has melted, the furnace begins its cool-down phase. As the
braze cools and solidifies the components are joined with a vacuum tight seal and a good vacuum is
trapped inside the vacuum interrupter. In the single step process, all the components are assembled
at one time. These are loaded into the furnace only once for the final evacuation and braze. By using
this technique, the total time in the vacuum furnace is reduced. The disadvantage is that more time
is required for the assembly process and there can be no leak check of the subassembly joints before
the final vacuum interrupter is manufactured.

3.5.2 Testing and Conditioning
Once the vacuum interrupter has gone through the final assembly, evacuation and braze processes, the completed product has a vacuum lower than 10 −2 Pa sealed inside it. The usual
method for measuring the vacuum level is to use a Penning discharge; see Figure 3.84(a) [224].
Here a high dc voltage is applied between two suitable electrodes in the presence of an axial
magnetic field. Electrons are pulled from the cathode electrode by field emission, and then spiral
back and forth around the magnetic flux lines. Their travel path to the anode is thus considerably lengthened. When these electrons collide with a residual gas atom/molecule, ionization
can occur and a small current flow can be measured. The level of current measured is directly
proportional to the residual gas pressure. One way of performing this measurement using a
vacuum interrupter is illustrated in Figure 3.84(b) [225, 226]. The vacuum interrupter is placed
inside a magnetic field coil. The contacts are opened and a dc voltage of about 10kV is impressed
across them. In this case the trapped electron swarm is captured between the upper contact (in
this example, the anode) and the floating shield; i.e., an inverted magnetron discharge (IMD).
An electron swarm is also trapped between the floating shield and the lower cathode; i.e., a
magnetron discharge (MD). The current measured in the high voltage circuit thus flows from
the anode to the shield and then to the cathode. A typical current profile after the application of
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FIGURE 3.84 (a) The Penning discharge and (b) the magnetron pressure measurement technique for vacuum interrupters [223, 224].

the magnetic field and the voltage is shown in Figure 3.85. The current is related to the pressure
inside the vacuum interrupter by [227]:
I ( peak ) = k ´ (U - U e ) ´ P a

(3.36)

Where “i(peak)” is the peak value of the discharge current, “U” is the applied voltage “Ue” is the extinction voltage, “P’ is the pressure, and a » 1. Typical values of the pressure for a given peak current in
a 60mm diameter, floating shield vacuum interrupter are given in Table 3.15 [228]. Once the current
pulse reaches its maximum value, the Penning discharge pumps the vacuum interrupter to a lower
pressure [229]. Of course, the actual current/pressure relationship for a particular vacuum interrupter
style depends upon its internal geometry. Thus, before the magnetron method can be used routinely
as a manufacturing test device, it has to be calibrated for each vacuum interrupter style.
One way of performing this calibration is to add a tubulation to a vacuum interrupter and then
attach it to a pressure gauge and to a vacuum system. The magnetron current can then be measured

Peak proportional to
the pressure. Needs
to be calibrated for a
given VI design

FIGURE 3.85 Typical vacuum interrupter’s Magnetron current trace.
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TABLE 3.15
Magnetron Discharge Current vs.
Pressure for a 60mm Diameter
Floating Shield Vacuum Interrupted
[228]
Discharge Current vs. Pressure
Current, A

Pressure, Pa

3.1 × 10−5

10−2

−6

7.7 × 10
3.8 × 10−6

10−3
10−4

1.8 × 10−7

10−5

for a given vacuum interrupter as a function of the actual pressure inside the interrupter. Gentsch et
al. [229] have measured the internal pressure and compared it to a value obtained by a residual gas
analysis. The magnetron pressure method for measuring pressure has been found to be extremely
reliable and is easily incorporated into the vacuum interrupter manufacturing process.
Over the years there have been many suggestions for measuring the pressure level inside the
sealed vacuum interrupter both during its manufacture and while inside a mechanism in the field.
Examples of some of these can be found in references [230–239]. However, none of these, except
the Penning and magnetron methods described above and an ac high voltage withstand test, have
found practical application.
Unlike other enclosed interrupting systems such as SF6 puffer interrupters, the vacuum interrupter must be constructed to have a zero-leak rate. There have been some publications [240] that
discuss a leak rate to give a 30-year vacuum life (i.e., reach an internal pressure of 10 −1 Pa). However,
these reports do not take into consideration the unique nature of vacuum seals and vacuum leaks
in an external ambient such as atmospheric air. What really matters is determining what size leak
can be tolerated. No one really knows the true length of time that commercial vacuum interrupters
can retain a vacuum below 10 −1 Pa. In my own experience with vacuum interrupters manufactured
by Eaton Corporation (formerly Westinghouse Corporation) the field experience goes back to 1968.
As far as I know, the vacuum interrupters we manufactured in 1968 are still operating reliably. In
fact, an analysis in 1998 of a Westinghouse vacuum interrupter that had been in the field since 1970,
showed an internal pressure of 8.7 × 10 −4 Pa. Reeves et al. [241] show a similar residual pressure in
vacuum interrupters manufactured 50 years before being retested. A 30- to 50-year life expectancy
does impose a very strict requirement on the leak-tightness of the vacuum interrupter envelope and
all the braze joints that are exposed to the ambient. If we conservatively assume a maximum allowable vacuum interrupter pressure of 1 × 10 −3 mbar or 10 −1Pa (a commonly accepted criterion), then
the maximum amount of gas Nmax allowed to leak into a vacuum interrupter of volume Vint is:
N max = D P ´ Vint = ( 0.1 - P0 ) ´ Vint » 0.1Vint Pa. Lt

(3.37)

where P0 is the initial vacuum level inside the vacuum interrupter after final assembly, which is
typically orders of magnitude smaller than 0.1Pa. The amount of gas that can leak into the vacuum
interrupter depends upon the size of the leak.
N max = ò 30 yrs Qdt

(3.38)
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Where Q is the leak rate. The Qmax can be calculated for a given time t from the following expression [223]:
Qmax

( DP ) ´ Vint
=
t

é10 -1 - P0 ù
û Pa. L .s-1
=ë
t
t

(3.38)

Using Equation (3.38) it is possible to calculate the Qmax for a 30-year life:
Qmax = N max / 30 years = 0.1 X Vint / 30 ´ 365 ´ 24 ´ 3600 Pa. Lt . s -1

(3.40)

Table 3.16 lists the maximum leak rate allowed for the internal pressure of vacuum interrupters with
volumes ranging from 0.5 to 4 Liters (Lt) to reach 10 −1 Pa as a function of time. Thus, to obtain a
30-year lifetime, the Qmax allowed is about 10 −10 Pa. Lt.s−1. This is one or two orders of magnitude
beyond the detection limit of the typical helium leak detector [242, 219]. In fact, as stated above,
the subassembly braze joints are leak checked with the helium leak detector for their leak tightness
down to a level of about 5 ´ 10 −8 Pa. Lt s−1. Table 3.16 shows that leak rates of this value would only
guarantee a lifetime of about one-month. Why then do vacuum interrupter manufacturers experience lifetimes of their product in excess of 30 years? Fortunately, nature works in their favor. Leak
rates of about 1 ´ 10 −6 to 1 ´ 10 −8 Pa Lt s−1 may require a bake out to become detectable. Leak rates
of about 1 ´ 10 −8 to 1 ´ 10 -9 Pa Lt s−1 or less are most likely plugged permanently when exposed to
open air at one atmosphere [243]. Minute leaks smaller than leak rates of about 1 ´ 10 −8 Pa Lt s−1 are
of no practical importance for the vacuum life of the typical vacuum interrupter and a leak check
level to that sensitivity is enough to guarantee its vacuum integrity over its required lifetime. From
the data given in Table 3.16, it can safely be said that if a vacuum interrupter with an internal volume
of 1 Lt does not show a pressure of 10 −1 Pa within the one month, it does not have a leak larger than
3.9 × 10 −8 Pa Lt s−1 and will, therefore be unlikely to leak further during its entire application life.
This, of course, presupposes that the vacuum interrupter is not subjected to abusive handling or corrosive ambients that can generate unexpected leaks.
This analysis leads to a straightforward and effective method for assessing vacuum integrity
and the expected life of a vacuum interrupter by measuring its high voltage withstand level. An ac
high voltage tester is the best instrument if it can supply about 8–10 mA. The vacuum interrupter
should be opened to its design contact gap and the high voltage withstand value can be measured.
The process can be illustrated using the Paschen curve shown in Figure 4.16. For this vacuum interrupter the voltage withstand value is 50kV(rms) for a contact gap of 10mm and a pressure inside

TABLE 3.16
Maximum Leak Rate for Vacuum Interrupters Achieve a Given Lifetime
Internal Vacuum Interrupter Volume
(Lt, Liters)
Maximum leak rate Qmax
in
Pa. Lt.s−1
for a life of:

0.5

1

2

4

30 years

0.5 × 10

1.1 × 10

2.1 ×10

4.2 × 10−10

10 years
5 years
1 years
1 month
1 week

1.6 × 10−10
3.2 × 10−10
1.6 × 10−9
1.9 × 10−8
8.2 × 10−8

3.2 × 10−10
6.3 × 10−10
3.2 × 10−9
3.8 × 10−8
1.6 × 10−7

6.3 ×10−10
1.3 × 10−9
6.3 × 10−9
7.6 × 10−8
3.3 × 10−7

1.3 × 10−9
2.5 × 10−9
1.3 × 10−8
1.5 × 10−7
6.6 × 10−7

1 day

5.8 × 10−7

1.2 × 10−6

2.3 × 10−6

4.6 × 10−6

−10

−10

−10
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the vacuum interrupter of 2 × 10 −2 mbar. Thus, a worst case leak rate (or the maximum leak rate ,
Lr(max) would be :
Lr ( max ) =

2 ´ 10 -2
mbar.year -1
y1

(3.41)

where y1 is the age in years since the vacuum interrupter’s manufacture. Figure 4.16 shows that
this vacuum interrupter would have an unacceptably high voltage performance at a pressure of
3.0 × 10 −2 mbar. Thus the minimum time to reach this pressure would be:
y2 =

3.0 ´ 10 -2 3.0 ´ y1
=
years
2.0
Lr ( max )

(3.42)

Now if the vacuum interrupter is tested after a time (y2 − y1) and it still withstands 50kV(rms) then
Equations (3.41) and (3.42) can be used to calculate a new minimum life for this vacuum interrupter.
Table 3.17 shows that it only takes seven test sequences to ensure the vacuum interrupter’s integrity
for 30 years. In fact in my experience if a vacuum interrupter has been in the field for 5 years without
showing any sign of a small leak, then it will never leak. A dc high voltage tester can also be used for
this measurement if the test voltage is set at Uac × √2. When a dc voltage is applied across the open
contacts, a high field emission current from a micoscopic projection on the cathode can be interpreted as a sign of an unacceptable pressure inside the vacuum interrupter. To avoid this problem
the open interrupter should always be subjected to a dc voltage test using both polarities. This will
ensure that each contact in turn is the cathode contact. An interrupter with an unacceptable pressure will have a similar leakage current in both polarities. An interrupter with an acceptably low
pressure may have a high leakage current, but this will usually only occur with one polarity. Some
vendors offer special purpose “vacuum testers” that use a dc voltage. Usually they only provide a
gauge that reads “ good/ not good” for a measured current in the range of about 300µA. As we have
seen in Chapter 1 in this volume, this level of emission current is quite possible from a cathode with
an acceptably low level of vacuum. Again when using such a device it is imperative that both polarities are measured. There are three advantages of using this high voltage test method:
1) It is relatively easy to perform
2) The mechanism only has to be isolated from the circuit and the voltage can be applied
across each vacuum interrupter in turn. The vacuum interrupter does not have to be
removed from its mechanism
TABLE 3.17
Lifetime Calculation Integrity of a Vacuum Interrupter Using a High Voltage Withstand
Test
Withstands 50kV high
voltage after y1 years
after manufacture
(pressure ≤ 2 × 10−2
m bar)

Leak rate mbar.ye
ar−1 to reach
2 × 10−2 mbar since
manufacture

Time in years to
3 × 10−2 mbar
after the HV
withstand test

Minimum years
after manufacture
to reach 3 × 10−2
mbar

Years after
manufacture for the
next HV withstand
test

1

2.0 ×10−2

0.5

1.5

2

2
3
5
8
12

−2

1.0 ×10
6.7 ×10−3
4.0 ×10−3
2.5 ×10−3
1.7 ×10−3

1.0
1.5
2.5
4
6

3
4.5
7.55
12
18

3
5
8
12
20

20

1.0 ×10−3

10

30

30
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The residual gas analysis apparatus [244].

3) The test also measures the insulation integrity of the cicuit breaker/switch system and not
just the vacuum intergrity of the vacuum interrupter
Another method used to assess the vacuum condition inside a manufactured vacuum interrupter is
to perform a residual gas analysis [229, 244]. The experimental residual gas analysis (RGA) apparatus is illustrated in Figure 3.86. The principle of operation is to puncture a vacuum interrupter inside
a closed chamber and detect the difference of the chamber gas contents before and after puncturing the interrupter. The chamber must have a much better vacuum than the interrupter sample to
minimize the influence of any background gases. An all-metal bakeable ultrahigh vacuum system
is therefore used. The gas content is measured with a magnetic sector mass-spectrometer AeroVacTM
(Vacuum Technology Inc., Oak Ridge, TN) with an electron multiplier and a 250 amu capability.
To avoid any oil contamination, a pumping system consisting of sorption pumps and an ion pump is
employed. For the system to be able to test commercially available vacuum interrupters of various
sizes, the entire vacuum interrupter sample is placed inside the chamber. This requires the interrupter to be thoroughly cleaned, i.e. any organic substances such as bushings, glues and paints must
be removed. With an extended baking the chamber typically reaches a vacuum level of 5 ´ 10 −5 Pa
under constant pumping.
Figure 3.87 shows a typical set of mass-spectra, including the base-line spectrum of the continuously pumped chamber, the background spectrum of the valved-off chamber before puncturing
the interrupter, and the sample spectrum after puncturing the sample interrupter. The difference
between spectra (a) and (b) represents the gas content coming from inside the sample interrupter.
The significant amount of helium observed in Figure 3.87(a) and (b) is indicative of the negligible
pumping effect of the ion pump for inert gases. This particular mass-spectrometer has various sensitivity factors for different amu peaks, with that for H2 about 20 times the values for N2, CO, and
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Data from a typical residual gas analysis of a processed vacuum interrupter [244].

CH4. Because this method destroys the vacuum interrupter, it cannot be used during the normal
vacuum interrupter manufacturing sequence. The technique is, however, extremely powerful for
assessing changes made in the manufacturing process such as changes to the operating time of the
vacuum furnace. It is also valuable for determining the effect of design and material changes in new
vacuum interrupter developments.
Once a vacuum interrupter has passed the initial vacuum integrity test, it is then conditioned to
bring its high voltage performance up to its expected level. I have described the various techniques
to perform this function in Section 1.3.7 in this volume. Most manufacturers use either the high voltage ac or the current conditioning methods. The vacuum interrupter is then stored for a period to
determine if there are any small leaks in the braze joints or if the ceramic has been punctured during the high voltage conditioning process. A final magnetron pressure test and usually a one-minute
high voltage withstand test are performed on the vacuum interrupter before it is ready for the final
assembly operations such as the Ag plating of the terminals, the addition of the anti-twist bushing
and, for some manufacturers, the painting of the end plates.

3.5.3 Summary
When studying experiments of the high-current performance of TMF and AMF contact structures
it is important to ask, “Does the experimenter open the contacts somewhere on the high-current ac
cycle?” If the experimenter does not and uses, for example, a spark breakdown or opens on a low
current before the high-current cycle is applied, then the formation of the vacuum arc between the
contacts will be different, because the vital bridge column arc (see Section 2.2 in this chapter) will
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FIGURE 3.88 A 31.5kA short circuit current showing the asymmetric peak current values and the gradual
decay of the to the symmetric current values. An example of the contact opening of the three vacuum interrupters in a three-phase vacuum circuit breaker occurring a few cycles after the short circuit current has been
detected.

not precede the observed vacuum arc formations. Care should then be taken when interpreting these
results for the performance of the contact structures in a practical vacuum interrupter.
Almost all studies of both TMF and AMF contact designs open the contacts on the current
rise of an ac half cycle: See, for example, Figure 3.25. The high-current vacuum interrupter is the
current interruption component of a three-phase, vacuum circuit breaker. The current phases in a
three-phase circuit are 1200 with respect to each other. Also, when a short circuit occurs, a decaying dc component is superimposed on the symmetrical currents. The result is that the initial peak
current can be much greater than the peak value of the symmetrical rms current. Figure 3.88 shows
an example of a 31.5KA (rms peak current of 44.5kA) short circuit current. Here the maximum
asymmetric peak current is 79kA on phase 2. As the three currents phases are 120˚ with respect
to each other the other two phases have lower peak current values: see Section 6.2 in this volume.
As the dc component decays in perhaps 5 to 10 cycles the short circuit current returns to its symmetrical form. Figure 3.88 shows an example of the contacts parting a few cycles after the short
circuit has been detected. Here only the phase 1, vacuum interrupter’s contacts open on the initial
rise of the ac current. Phase 2 opens close to the current maximum and phase 3 opens as the current
begins its progress to current zero. Phase 3 has the first opportunity to reach current zero and interrupt the short circuit current. Therefore, when evaluating vacuum interrupter contact structures,
experiments should be performed with contact parting not only on the rise of the ac current, but also
parting at the peak of the ac current and perhaps as the current is decreasing towards current zero.
As Schulman shows [114] (see Figures 3.34 and 3.35), the arc characteristics can be quite different
depending upon where the contacts open in the ac cycle.
The vacuum interrupter has been successfully manufactured since the 1950s and the power
vacuum interrupter since the 1960s. Since that time there has been continuous improvement in its
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operating performance. It can now be applied to switch and protect many different distribution circuits: these applications will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 in this volume. Indeed its application
range continues to broaden There has also been continuous development in its design and manufacture. Among the innovative improvements have been:
1) The change from glass envelopes to ceramic envelopes
2) The move away from the tabulation exhaust and seal to the development of the batch process for vacuum braze and seal in a vacuum furnace
3) The concept of “sealed for life” has been generally accepted as experience has shown that
vacuum interrupters rarely have field failures as a result of vacuum leaks [245–247]
4) The vacuum interrupter’s long mechanical life and its long electrical life. In fact, for most
applications these certainly exceed what it will experience in the field and, in fact, will
exceed the actual application’s need
5) The development of contact compositions for specific applications:
a. Cu–Cr for power vacuum interrupters
b. Cu–W for load break switch vacuum interrupters
c. Ag–WC for vacuum interrupters used in contactors
6) The understanding of vacuum arc modes has led to the development of highly effective
contact structures for controlling and interrupting the high current vacuum arc
7) The general movement towards floating shield designs rather than fixed shield designs for
circuit voltages greater than 7.2kV to 15kV
8) The use of finite element analysis for high voltage design and for magnetic field design
9) The vacuum interrupter has proved to be the technology of choice when married to new
mechanism developments and to precise electronic control (see Chapters 5 and 6 in this
volume)
10) The move to apply a single vacuum interrupter to circuit voltages up to transmission voltages of greater than 170kV is moving the technology beyond the traditional distribution
circuit applications.
Also, as can be inferred from the discussion of the materials used in the vacuum interrupter, another
of its major advantages that it is environmentally friendly, i.e.:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All its components are environmentally safe
All its components are recyclable
It emits no green-house gases
It produces no toxic biproducts
It produces minimum noise when it operates
It has a low total lifetime cost
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